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lobal Franchise's
modus operandi
is to inform and
educate franchisors
looking to expand
their brand into new territories,
and while we see ourselves as a
nomadic brand, we've always
felt a real kinship with the
United States.
The reasons behind this strong bond with the U.S. is
fairly obvious: it's the birthplace of franchising. According
to the International Franchise Association (IFA), there are
more than 733,000 franchise businesses in the U.S., which
in turn support nearly 7.6m jobs. The franchise industry
also reportedly contributes $673.5bn of the economic
output for the U.S. economy.
While those numbers show that the franchise industry
in the States is in fine fettle, that doesn't mean that there
aren't myriad challenges to overcome. In this special
edition of Global Franchise – our first U.S.A.-dedicated
publication – we cover the whole gamut of the domestic
franchise offering, while providing U.S. franchisors with
ample food for thought when it comes to exporting their
brands overseas. As always, none of this could have been
achieved without the insight of our expert franchise
industry contributors.
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Supporting our troops
Veterans make for excellent franchisees – here’s why

EXPERT INSIGHT ON…

Franchise law

“As a former business owner
and entrepreneur, I have an
innate love and understanding
for business development.
There was no doubt that
I wanted to practice
corporate law to help
other businesses grow”

SHANNA SCHULZE,
SHUMWAY VAN, P.30

International
growth

Perfecting scale

“High brand awareness among
customers is useless without
enough franchisees to make the
brand available to those customers.
Once you’ve earned the business
of a franchisee, you need to equip
them with the right tools to market
their services effectively, to earn the
business of the customers in their
respective markets”

“Franchising combines the power
of an international brand with
the know-how and engagement
that only local ownership can
bring. I am continually amazed
by the impact franchising has
on a global scale and its positive
world impact”

ROBERT CRESANTI,
IFA, P.37

MIKE BIDWELL,
NEIGHBORLY, P.8

Building a network
“Once your leadership team and
franchisees are put in place,
focus on vendors. Think of vendors
as your brand’s secret weapons.
Establishing a solid vendor
relationship is crucial to providing
great customer service, and
guaranteed cost-efficiency to
your business”

GARY FINDLEY,
RESTORATION1,
P.19
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The history
of franchising
in the U.S.A.
1896:
The rising
popularity of
automobiles

The 1960s were a huge time
for franchises in America,
thanks in no small part to Ray
Kroc and the golden arches.
This defining journey began
a few years prior in 1955, when
the first McDonald’s franchise
location was opened in Des Plaines,
Illinois; by 1963, McDonald’s
had opened its 500th
restaurant. Kroc’s
vision to take the
McDonald brothers’
restaurant concept to
the next level paved
the way for modern
franchising in the U.S.,
and the brand now has
approximately 34,000
locations; 80 per cent of
which are franchised.

6
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In signing an agreement with
Thomas Whitmarsh to print several
publications en masse, founding father
Benjamin Franklin arguably also
became the father of franchising.
The deal had several familiar
franchising aspects, such as a sixyear term of engagement, and an
agreement that Whitmarsh would
purchase all materials exclusively from
Franklin. In return, Franklin would
provide financial assistance with repairs
and rent. With Franklin’s eventual concept
growth overseas, to countries like England and
Jamaica, the franchisor relationship was born.

1909: Western Auto changes
the game

Henry Ford’s ingenious assembly
line may well have accelerated car
manufacturing, but businessmen like
Ford needed a means of distribution. In
1896, William Metzger built the first independent
automobile dealership in Detroit, and with subsequent stores
opening across the country, agreements were put in place between the
manufacturers and these new entrepreneurs. Naturally, this led to an even
more fervent interest in cars, and gas service stations like Chevron soon
opened and began franchising to keep up with demand.

1955: McDonald’s
makes a name

1733:
Benjamin
Franklin,
printing pioneer

While it wasn’t the first franchise
concept to exist in America, Western
Auto revolutionized the franchisee
relationship when it began
expanding in 1909. Not only
did the brand offer name
recognition to aspiring partners,
it provided retail training,
merchandising, and marketing
assistance – key pillars in
the modern franchising
landscape.

1960: Founding
of the IFA

Originally based in Chicago, the International Franchise
Association promotes good franchising practices by
ensuring a strict code of ethics is followed by all associates.
The organization relocated to Washington, D.C. in 1968,
and provides expert advice and resources to this day.

1974: Subway
starts serving

By the 1970s, franchising
was a staple of the
American economy.
Restaurants were far from the
only businesses growing with the
method, and sectors of all kinds
signed agreements to reach new
markets. In 1974, Subway became
one of these, with its first franchise
location. Today, the sandwich aficionado is
the largest franchisor in the U.S., based on the
number of units opened.

The stats and figures YOU NEED TO KNOW
745,000

There are over
franchise establishments in the U.S.

30%

of entrepreneurs interested in
opening a U.S. franchise, want
to open a quick service fast
food restaurant

The U.S. has a population of

317m
155m

There is a current
labor force
of around

STATS FROM IFA

Franchising directly accounts for

7.88m

Roughly
people
work for a franchised business
The most lucrative U.S. franchise
concept is McDonald’s, bringing in
just under $91bn in yearly sales

$404.6bn
in GDP, and indirectly accounts
for upward of

$925bn
STATS FROM FORBES

STATS FROM STATISTA

3,400

An estimated
franchisors operate in the U.S.

One in seven

businesses in the U.S. are a franchise

Initial investment costs for almost

50%

of brands is less than

$250,000

STATS FROM FRANCHISING.COM
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INSIGHT

Three tips for growing a
successful franchise in the U.S.
Here's how franchisors can make their business offering compelling
enough to recruit franchisees and succeed in the States
WO R D S BY M I K E B I DW E L L

very day, entrepreneurs
in the United States are
seeking out their own
versions of the 'American
dream' by aspiring to become their
own bosses. For many, this dream is
best achieved through franchising for
a number of reasons, ranging from
the support provided by franchisors,
to the various levels of financial
requirements. Fortunately for these
prospective franchisees, there are
more than 3,000 franchise brands
offering ownership opportunities
across the U.S. today.
But franchising is not exempt from
the basics of supply and demand,
and unfortunately for franchisors, it
appears that supply of the franchise
opportunities available today exceeds

E

THE AUTHOR
Mike Bidwell is
president and CEO
of Neighborly, a
franchise company
specializing in
service businesses

TIP #1:
Grow smarter, not harder
If you are eager to grow, it is tempting
to start recruiting as many franchisees
across as many regions as possible
to push for accelerated expansion.
But without conducting the right
research to ensure that the prospects
and the territories are the right fit for
your business model, this approach
is not sustainable. Even with the
right franchisee in a territory without
direct competitors, you could still
find that a business that excels in
the southeastern U.S. may not reap
the same positive results in the
northwestern U.S. This is not only
a result of different target audience
preferences, but it could also be due
to state regulations.

“Tradition and legacy are
important, but you will not
attract new franchisees with
a tired business model”
the number of individuals actually
looking to become franchisees. As
U.S. employment is on the rise, a
smaller percentage of people are
looking to pursue business ownership.
Competition is fierce and the cost is
high for acquiring new franchisees to
grow your business in the U.S.
So, how can a franchisor stand out
in this environment? Here are three
tips for how you can increase your
chances of making your business
offering compelling enough to succeed
in the U.S.
8
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Franchising in the United States
is highly regulated and is trending
toward even greater scrutiny.
Regulations in some states are
downright onerous and may not
accommodate the most successful
versions of certain brands’ business
models. Do not set yourself or your
franchisees up for failure by trying
to grow your business somewhere
where it cannot succeed. If you do not
already have a presence in the U.S., do
your research and think twice before
entering certain U.S. markets.

TIP #2:
Marketing is king
With so many franchise
opportunities available today,
having a solid franchise business
model means nothing if no one
knows it exists. Market penetration
without brand awareness is near
impossible in this competitive
space, especially if your brand
is new to the U.S. Considering
there are two consumer audiences
to address in franchising – the
brand customer and the franchise
candidate – you need to invest in
dual marketing efforts. High brand
awareness among customers is
useless without enough franchisees
to make the brand available to
those customers. Once you’ve
earned the business of a franchisee,
you then need to equip them with
the right tools to promote their
services effectively to earn the
business of the customers in their
respective markets.
Since marketing has become
perhaps the most dynamic part
of business, remaining informed
and nimble in this area is more
important than ever. What needs
to be emphasized across all of these
marketing efforts is your brand’s
unique selling proposition (USP)
that distinguishes it from its many
competitors. Without this, your
brand’s messaging will get lost in
the noise of all the other aggressive
marketing tactics a consumer is
met with on a daily basis. And if
you do not have a compelling USP
to promote, then my next tip may
have the answer for what you need
to do to find it.

TIP #3:
Be a disruptor
The U.S. is a hotbed for innovation.
Apple, Amazon, Netflix – all of
these are known for completely
transforming industries, and each
of them began in the States. Fueled
by technology and a connected
marketplace, business model
disruption is happening across all
industries. Franchise or otherwise,
we are all faced with a choice: will
we be the business that becomes
obsolete when the “next big thing”
comes along in our industry, or will
we be the disruptor leading the
start of a new era for our industry?
Of course, consistent innovation
is a costly endeavor that may or may
not guarantee positive outcomes
for your business. Nonetheless, you
should not let the risks associated
with disruption deter you from
taking your business to new

heights that were once not even
possible. Tradition and legacy are
important, but you will not attract
new franchisees with a tired
business model. If you want to
recruit forward-thinking franchise
owners, then your brand needs to
be forward-thinking as well. In
order to give those franchisees a
successful business model to work
with, the brand’s offerings must
be relevant to the constantlyevolving needs
and expectations
of the modern
consumer.

Endless opportunities,
endless responsibilities

Overall, the United States
is a playground for successful
franchising, as the business model
has been proven and is widely
accepted by consumers here. Even
with tight competition and the
recruitment challenges presented
as employment is on the rise, there
is still a large pool of franchising
talent available.
With that being said, growing a
successful franchise in the U.S. is by
no means an easy undertaking, and
it requires a good bit of patience.
But with the right talent and
setting, adequate capitalization,
and a commitment to making
an impact, your brand will be
on its way to fulfilling its own
American dream.

GLOBALFRANCHISEMAGAZINE.COM
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Brewing up
success
PJ’s Coffee of New Orleans is serving up a host
of piping hot franchise opportunities
J’s Coffee of New
Orleans, a New Orleansbased coffeehouse that
demonstrates a “southern
hospitality” experience, the freshest
products, and beans with superior
roasting technique, is strengthening
its focus on nationwide franchise
expansion, developing beyond the
southeastern United States. Following
initial success with over 100 national
and international locations, the
brand is continuing its momentum
by building a solid foundation of
smart franchise partnerships in
metropolitan cities across the country.
Making its mark in the
$100-billion-a-year coffee
industry, PJ’s Coffee has found

P

12
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its niche providing a superior
product and a uniquely fresh,
farm-to-cup customer experience.
This year, the company hit the
ground running with signed
agreements and multi-unit
deals in Louisiana, Mississippi,
Alabama, California, Georgia,
New Jersey, Nevada and Texas.
PJ’s Coffee was also named one
of Franchise Business Review’s
‘Top 200 Franchises of 2019’, and
has continued to create excitement
and drive business with its proven
system that leads to year-overyear sales growth. In 2018 alone,
franchisee recruitment grew by 66
per cent, a number that is projected
to continue to rise.

AT A GLANCE
PJ’S COFFEE OF
NEW ORLEANS
Established:
1978
Number of franchised outlets:
Now open: 110 In development: 36
Location of units: Over 100 national
and international locations
Investment range: Average: $425,000;
Specific ranges: $170,775-$578,000.
An initial franchise fee of $35,000 is
included in investment range.
Minimum financial requirements:
$100,000 cash and a net worth of
$300,000 or greater. International
investment is based on country size
and population
pjsfranchise.com

SOUTHERN
HOSPITALITY ON
AN GLOBAL SCALE

On the heels of an impressive
2018 – which included PJ’s
Coffee celebrating its 100th
store opening – the brand looks
to continue suit with over 120
locations in operation by the
end of 2019. Additionally, it
will continue to break into new
markets nationwide through
franchise development.

Behind the Brand - PJ’s
Xxxxxxxxxxx
Coffee of New Orleans

“PJ’s Coffee has already expanded
into Vietnam and Kuwait with
additional plans to grow in two
new countries by the end of 2020”
So far in 2019, PJ’s Coffee
awarded 25 franchises representing
over 30 licenses. The year has
brought 25 new store openings,
one of which launched PJ’s Coffee’s
presence in Alabama, a neighbor of
Louisiana, PJ’s flagship state. The
multi-unit deal will bring coffee
shops to the Mobile and Baldwin
counties, and has set the brand’s
rapid franchise expansion plans for
the state in motion. The multi-unit
deal was signed by an Alabama
family, the Dodichs – a father
and his two sons who have found
success in the franchising industry
for the past 15 years. Kick-starting
franchise development, the first
location in Alabama is projected
to open in Mobile early 2020
with aggressive state-wide growth
to follow.
The southeast has long been a
target of the franchise due to its
proximity to New Orleans and the
economic prosperity the region has
seen – from Alabama to Texas, the
franchise hopes to have at least 100
stores between those two states
open in the next five years.
Heading into a new year, the
brand is targeting markets in
Miami, Florida; Charlotte, N.C.;
Tuscaloosa, AL; Knoxville, TN;
Fort Worth, TX; Dallas, TX and
San Francisco, CA. Internationally,
PJ’s Coffee has already expanded
into Vietnam and Kuwait, with
additional plans to grow in two
new countries by the end of 2020.

FROM FARM TO CUP

PJ’s Coffee serves a wide variety of
iced, frozen, hot, cold brew, and
nitro-infused coffees using only
the top one per cent of Arabica
beans, as well as organic tea and
fresh breakfast pastries. PJ’s famous
iced coffees are brewed daily using
a special cold-drip process that
protects the flavor and strength of its
beans, while producing a coffee that
is less acidic – a process pioneered
by founder Phyllis Jordan.
Over the years, the brand has
developed strong partnerships
with farms in all parts of the world
to identify and source the highest
quality coffee. It has adopted the El
Terrerito Farm in Honduras, which
is owned by Al Lopez and supported
by 26 families who work on the farm
and harvest Arabic coffee plants.
100 per cent of the farm’s output is
purchased by PJ’s Coffee.
As part of the brand’s
franchising efforts and community
involvement, it has spent the last
three years establishing the Veteran
Franchise License Giveaway. In
2018 the giveaway was awarded
to Marine Corp Veteran, Bobby
Mounts. After the announcement
of the free franchise license
giveaway on Veterans Day in 2018,
PJ’s Coffee received numerous
applications from veterans around
the United States. From those
nominations, PJ’s Coffee chose
the top applicants to go through a
comprehensive interview process

before selecting Mounts as the
winner. The initiative launched in
2017, with the first franchise license
giveaway awarded to marine corp
veteran, Jeff Hately. Overall, the
brand works alongside its veteran
franchisees and is excited to see
the group of selfless individuals
continue to expand.

WHAT’S BREWING?

As the company recently celebrated
its 40th year as a leader in the
industry, it continues aggressive
growth strategies, with eyes set on
200 locations by 2021. Prospective
franchisees seeking to be part of
the company’s exponential growth
can expect an investment between
$170,775 and $578,000 with both
traditional and nontraditional units
available. The operating model
and menu is adaptable to any
environment with different options
including kiosks and free-standing
locations with a drive-thru. Multiunit and international master
agreement opportunities are also
available. PJ’s Coffee offers a hightouch franchise model with strategic
corporate support, assisting every
step of the way with site evaluation,
design and construction, training
and education, product distribution,
on-going operations and consulting,
marketing and promotion.
PJ’s Coffee was acquired by
Ballard Brands in 2008, which is
spearheaded by brothers Paul, Scott
and Steve Ballard. The company’s
restaurant portfolio includes retail
brands WOW American Eats, PJ’s
Coffee of New Orleans, The Original
City Diner, and Boardhouse
Serious Sandwiches. These brands
collectively exceed 165 locations in
both traditional and nontraditional
models and continue to grow.
GLOBALFRANCHISEMAGAZINE.COM
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Looking for
a new
opportunity?

• One of Scandinavia's
market leaders within
lingerie, ladies and
kids wear
• 480 stores in 18
markets with over
5,000 employees
• 130 suppliers with 240
production units all
over the world
• 96% of Lindex cotton
products come from
more sustainable
sources
• Lindex Franchise
operations in 9
countries

focus on design,
sustainability
and quality

• Turnover 2018
EUR 590 million

Visit

lindex.com
or contact

Johan.Isacson@lindex.com
FRANCHISE DIRECTOR
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FASTSIGNS
International:
mastering
global growth
With locations now spread across the globe, FASTSIGNS
International is a model of successful expansion
ith over 700
independently owned
and operated locations
across nine countries,
FASTSIGNS International, Inc., is
truly a master of global growth. The
U.S.-based franchisor has a presence
in Canada, England, Saudi Arabia,
UAE, Grand Cayman, Mexico, Chile,
and Australia (where centers operate
as SIGNWAVE).
The brand’s latest explosive
growth has occurred in Chile, where
FASTSIGNS’ master franchisee

W

Grand Opening of FASTSIGNS of Hartford, CT
16
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opened five centers in Santiago –
only a year after signing the franchise
development agreement.
“Such rapid development in a
new market is unprecedented for us,
but we’re thrilled with our Chilean
partner’s passion for the brand and
their business acumen that have
allowed them to build a strong
presence in the market in such a short
period of time,” said FASTSIGNS
CEO Catherine Monson.
The growth strategy in Chile is
robust. NEOMARK, a family-owned
business with over 40
years of experience
manufacturing
signs and graphics,
converted its
existing location to a
FASTSIGNS, while
also opening new
centers, acquiring
another company,
Dimacofi, and looking
toward future growth
outside of Chile.
“Although we are a
family company with
many years in the
graphics industry, we
can always be better.
FASTSIGNS showed
us that they are able
to help us strengthen
our business to take
it to the next level,”

AT A GLANCE
FASTSIGNS
INTERNATIONAL,
INC.
Established:
1985
Number of franchised outlets:
Over 700
Location of units:
U.S., Canada, England, Saudi Arabia,
UAE, Grand Cayman, Mexico, Chile, and
Australia
Investment range:
•

Cobrand: $84,268 – $209,583

•

Conversion: $95,897 – $212,648

•

New center: $197,172 – $313,136

Contact:
mark.jameson@fastsigns.com
+1 (888) 285-5935
fastsigns.com

explained master franchisee, Gonzalo
Alcayaga, executive director of
FASTSIGNS-Dimacofi Soluciones
Gráficas. “The first thing is to develop
FASTSIGNS in the Chilean market
and then extend to neighboring
countries, but we want to go stepby-step, learning to do things better.”

CONTINUED
DEVELOPMENT
WORLDWIDE

FASTSIGNS has signed several
master franchisee agreements in
recent years, including in Spain
where existing FASTSIGNS
franchisee Chris Kirby plans to
develop a minimum of 10 locations,
specifically targeting initial
development in Barcelona,
Madrid, Valencia, and Malaga,
while new master franchisee,
the Famalco Group, will open 16
centers throughout Malta, Italy,
and Greece.
FASTSIGNS is continuing to grow
worldwide with a focus on finding
master franchisees for Québec,
New Zealand, Brazil, North Africa,
Southeast Asia, India, Europe, and
Latin America.
“For master franchisees, we’re
seeking savvy entrepreneurs that
also have a deep understanding
of what it takes to grow a brand
in a new country, in addition to
being driven to help businesses
in their community solve their
visual communications and
marketing challenges,” said Mark
Jameson, EVP of franchise support
and development, FASTSIGNS
International, Inc.

MODERN, INNOVATIVE
TRAINING

FASTSIGNS is known in the industry
for equipping its franchisees with
tools vital to securing the ongoing
success of each individual location.
In 2018, FASTSIGNS announced
the launch of its partnership with
1HUDDLE, a workforce-training
platform that converts unique
training content into sciencebacked, quick-burst training
games that are proven to accelerate
workforce productivity.
FASTSIGNS currently has about
30 games in its system that each
last two to three minutes, from
understanding the company’s brand
positioning to sales tactics and
products. In an interview last year
with Sign Builder Illustrated, Monson
emphasized the importance of
adapting the brand’s training to a
new generation of franchisees
and employees.
“A majority of our franchisees
are younger. Finding a way to get
information and training to them in
a faster, more efficient way is critical
for us and gamification is an effective
way to achieve that” Monson said. “It
helps reinforce traditional online or
video training, with the added benefit
of making it fun, competitive and
more digestible, without taking up
too much time during the workday.
On average, each 1HUDDLE game
takes less than three minutes to
complete. It’s fast, efficient and leads
to information retention.”

AWARDS & RECOGNITION
FASTSIGNS has already received

Behind the Brand - FASTSIGNS International

In the United States, FASTSIGNS
is seeking to develop centers in urban
markets such as New York City;
Providence, Rhode Island; Boston;
Portland, Maine; and Buffalo, New
York; while also expanding its cobrand and conversion programs.
“FASTSIGNS’ business
model is focused on providing custom
marketing and graphics solutions for
local businesses, so franchisees that
operate centers in urban areas are
well-positioned to serve the countless
organizations right in their backyard,”
Jameson added. “Whether a new
center, conversion, or co-brand,
FASTSIGNS franchisees in these
areas continue to experience
strong sales and growth.”

FASTSIGNS location in Santiago, Chile

several awards in 2019, including
being named the #1 franchise
opportunity in its category and #95
overall on Entrepreneur magazine’s
2019 Franchise 500. FASTSIGNS
was the only sign, graphics, and
visual communications franchise to
be recognized in the top 100.
In March, Global Franchise
named FASTSIGNS the Supreme
Champion as part of the Global
Franchise Awards 2019 and,
in June, Forbes recognized
FASTSIGNS as one of America’s
Best Franchises to Buy in 2019.
FASTSIGNS also made
Franchise Direct’s list of the Top
100 Franchises 2019 and ranked
#2 on this year’s Franchise Gator
Top 100 list. In addition it was the
Franchisees’ Choice Designation
for the seventh consecutive year
by the Canadian Franchise
Association for its strong
relationship with Canadian
franchisees, as well as extensive
franchisee training and support.

ON THE
CUTTING EDGE

As a growing $29bn
industry, signage and
graphics will be in
demand as long as
businesses need to be
seen. FASTSIGNS will be
there to create captivating,
high-performing visuals
for businesses around
the world – and its
franchisees are a part of
it. FASTSIGNS offers
entrepreneurs and
current business

“FASTSIGNS has always
remained on the cuttingedge of its industry,
which has allowed it to
develop into a highly
adaptable company”
owners an opportunity
to meet a growing demand for eyecatching graphics and marketing
through franchising.
FASTSIGNS has always remained
on the cutting-edge of its industry,
which has allowed it to develop into
a highly adaptable company that
provides visual marketing solutions
that meet the ever-evolving needs
of its franchisees and clients. But
beyond its success in its segment,
FASTSIGNS is on the cutting-edge
of franchising, constantly evaluating
how it can better support franchisees
through technology, training,
FASTSIGNS team with master
franchisee from Santiago, Chile
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Lessons I learned
when scaling a brand
From using bankruptcy as a source of motivation to establishing a solid
vendor relationship, the Redneck CEO details the experiences that
shaped his franchise journey
WO R D S BY G A RY F I N D L E Y

years ago, I had just
gone bankrupt after
running a gym near
the Baylor University
campus. I lost everything – I
didn’t even have two nickels to rub
together. Shortly after, I was offered
a steady vice president position in
franchising, but I decided to leave
that job to take a giant leap of faith.
A buddy of mine called me about
a fitness franchise idea, and my
gut told me it was worth the risk.
And eight years later by the time
I left the company, we had grown
Curves to over 8,000 units across
the world.
I have no doubt my past
experiences are what have allowed
me to succeed today. If it weren’t
for going bankrupt, I would have
never taken on the challenge of
growing Curves. When scaling
a brand, I’ve learned some very
valuable lessons. There are five
key areas to consider: leadership
team, franchisees, vendors, online
presence and marketing.

35

THE AUTHOR
Gary Findley is the
self-proclaimed
'Redneck CEO' and
oversees multi-brand
franchises chains
Restoration 1
and Bluefrog
Plumbing + Drain

Put a rockstar leadership
team in place

This might be one of the most
important steps in scaling a
brand. You have to put together
a team of people who share the
same vision and truly understand
your brand’s industry, franchisees
and customers. Hire people who
will help take your brand to the
next level. Hire people who are
trustworthy, honest, open and
hardworking.
And when you hire the best of
the best for your leadership team, it
helps attract the best franchisees to
your brand, which leads me to my
next point.

Select only the
best franchisees

Your franchisees are the heart
of your network. Selecting only
the best will put your brand on
the road to success. And in this
day and age, you can vet a good
franchisee candidate in record
time. You can email, text, FaceTime

and web conference with your
best prospects. Better than that,
those potential franchisees can and
should talk to the other franchisees
in the system and should ask these
questions: Where did you go to
finance your franchise? How many
people did you hire, and how
quickly? How soon did you
turn a profit?
It is this kind of frank and honest
discussion that potential investors
trust. These conversations are less

“When you
hire the best
of the best for
your leadership
team, it helps
attract the best
franchisees to
your brand”
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about trying to sell something and
more about walking in someone’s
experienced shoes for an hour. I
cannot stress enough how big your
business can grow alongside small
business owners who are willing to
share their story.
When all of this is done well,
you will find that you are not in the
business of hosting Discovery Days.
You’re more focused on signing
days, as the national map adds new
cities and states and the brand goes
from a regional player to a national
sensation.

Line up an exceptional
vendor network

Once your leadership team and
franchisees are put in place, focus
on vendors. Think of vendors
as your brand’s secret weapons.
Establishing a solid vendor
relationship is crucial to providing
great customer service and
guaranteed cost efficiency to your
business. We even partner up with
one of our vendors for our annual
franchise conference to help
build the relationship between
the two networks.
Vendors also allow you to
put your brand in front of new
customers, and they can help
set your brand apart from the
competition. That’s why it's
important to invest in people who
have the same vision as you, and
who serve as a good partner to
your brand.

Update your online
presence to match
superior training

Updating the brand’s look may be
exactly what you need to help drive
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your business forward. Don’t be
afraid to make changes that reflect
the brand’s future. Maybe you need
a new logo or an updated website?
It’s small changes like this that
can make a huge impact on your
brand. It is also beneficial to hire a
team to make sure all information
is constantly being updated,
especially when the pace of growth
is moving quickly.
Remember that the look of your
brand is a direct representation
of the service your customers
will receive, as well as the type of
franchisees your brand will attract.
And what’s one of the best ways to
target potential franchisees?

Release incredible
branding materials

Branding materials may be last
on this list, but this task should
never be put to the side. These
materials, and the plan that is
put in place to release them, goes
hand in hand with updating your

brand’s online presence. Any
changes to the brand’s look need
to also be translated to the
marketing materials.
When a franchisee goes through
training, put an emphasis on the
importance of marketing, and give
them the marketing materials they
need. When you make it as easy
as possible, franchisees are sure to
follow the plan in place.
Although scaling a brand does
not happen overnight, spending
time in these five areas allows you
to reap the benefits sooner rather
than later. Today, I’m taking these
lessons learned and applying them
daily to my two franchise brands.
When you take the time to put all
your ducks in a row, you’ll find your
brand quickly sustaining success
and growth as you reach customers
around the world.

INSIGHT

Why franchisors should
be utilizing the U.S.
Commerical Service
The service offers a gold key for American franchisors
to open new global markets. Here's why
WO R D S BY R AY H AYS

he U.S. Commercial
Service (USCS) is often
viewed as an unsung
hero within the U.S.
Federal Government, when it
comes to its contribution to U.S.
exports. This is especially true when
it comes to U.S. franchisors, who
utilize USCS services to expand
internationally.
Having worked across more than
50 countries with U.S. franchisors,
I’ve used USCS services hundreds
of times over the past three decades.
In fact, I estimate that the USCS
played a role in at least 80 per
cent of my international franchise
projects. It’s no secret that I’m a big
fan of the USCS, and I consider it to
be the best use of tax dollars in the
U.S. government.
Any U.S. franchisor with
international ambitions needs to
become intimately familiar with the
USCS. Let’s dig a little deeper on
the organization and its services to
help U.S. franchisors go global.
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What is the US
Commercial Service?

The USCS is the trade promotion
arm of the U.S. Department of
Commerce's International Trade
Administration. According to the
agency’s website, the USCS mission
is to “promote and protect U.S.
commercial interests abroad and
deliver customized solutions to

ensure that U.S. businesses compete
and win in the global marketplace.”
To deliver these customized
solutions, USCS trade specialists
are located throughout the U.S.,
as well as in U.S. embassies and
consulates in over 75 countries
around the world.
Specific to franchising, the USCS
has set up a team of over 100 trade
specialists, both in the U.S. and
abroad, who specialize in helping
American franchisors to export
their concepts worldwide. This
USCS global franchising team has
specialized training, skills and
experience to help franchisors,
and it’s led by Eric Johnson, global
director of franchise programs at
the U.S. Department of Commerce.
According to Johnson: “The
global franchise team at the
Commercial Service is a group of
like-minded international trade
specialists, who share a true
passion for franchising, and we
love working with our American
franchisors to help build US
franchise brands worldwide.”

Among U.S. franchisors,
the most popular USCS
solutions include:
Gold Key Service (GKS):
Over the past couple of decades,
the GKS program became one of
the most common matchmaking
services used by U.S. franchisors
to find new master franchisees and
area licensees in global markets.
Once the franchisor provides
specific information on the
franchise offering and ideal profile
of franchise candidate, the USCS
team completes an in-country
partner search to pre-screened and
vet interested candidates. Within
about eight to 12 weeks, the USCS
will arrange for the franchisor
representative to visit in-country for
a fully scheduled meeting agenda
with finalist candidates. Optional
services of the GKS may include
transportation, hotel arrangements,
interpretation and supplementary
advertising. Not all countries,
however, offer the GKS.
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FOUR TIPS ON
MAXIMIZING YOUR
RELATIONSHIP WITH
THE USCS:
1 Connect with your local
U.S. Export Assistance Center
(USEAC): These are regional
offices of the USCS, located
throughout the U.S., which
act as a local resource for U.S.
exporters. USEAC staff can
provide more details options
and on pricing on USCS
services, which are amazingly
affordable!
2 Become you franchisor’s
brand ambassador: When
traveling internationally, stop
by the local U.S. embassy or
consulate to meet with the
USCS foreign service team inperson. This meeting may be
arranged in advance through
your local USEAC.
3 Join your local District
Export Council (DEC): With
regional chapters across the
U.S., the DECs are volunteer
groups of executive advisors,
who work closely with
the USCS in their export
promotion efforts. Numerous
international franchise
executives – including the
author of this article – serve
as DEC Members across
multiple states.
4 Share your success stories:
When your company has
a “business win”, such as
signing a new international
franchise, take the time to
notify your USCS contacts,
so they can report out on
the success story. Not only
does this help promote your
company, but these success
stories are a critical internal
measurement for USCS
team evaluations and
budget allocation.
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International Partner
Search (IPS):
This is another matchmaking
services program that provides a
“lighter” solution than the GKS
option. It starts with a similar
partner search, after which the
USCS team prepares a report with
a list of interested prospects. The
U.S. franchisor representative
then follows up directly with the
candidates to vet them, narrow the
list and arrange meetings as needed.
The IPS is often preferred by more
experienced international franchisors
who like to “set their own pace”
in the matchmaking process.

Certified trade missions:
The USCS and International
Franchise Association (IFA) have
a long-standing collaborative
relationship in co-hosting
international franchise trade
missions. These Certified Trade
Missions – often covering multiple
countries – are planned and led by
IFA and USCS personnel with the
support of U.S. embassies in each

market. The typical itinerary might
include several key cities, with one
or two days in each location. Trade
mission agendas always feature prearranged meetings with potential
partners or investors, briefings by
market experts, as well as site visits
and other official events.

International franchise
trade shows and events:
USCS trade specialists frequently
arrange special programs at major
franchise conventions and trade
shows, such as the IFA Annual
Convention, the International Expo
(IFE) in New York, and other regional
franchise events and expos around
the world. One service commonly
offered at franchise events is the
International Buyer Program (IBP),
which organizes international buyer
delegations to meet one-on-one with
U.S. franchisors. At many of these
events, U.S. trade specialists also offer
in-person counseling meetings for
U.S. franchisors, who are interested in
expanding into in a specific country
or region.

International Company
Profile (ICP):
The ICP is a background report on
foreign firms that is researched and
prepared by USCS staff in-country.
This report is an invaluable tool
for franchisors to complete deeper
due diligence on a prospective
international partner or franchisee,
prior to finalizing any agreements.
The report can be tailored to
address specific questions, but
typically the background check
includes business activities,
local business reputation,
creditworthiness and other factors
to determine the suitability of the
partner candidate.

Market research:
The USCS has a wealth of market
research available for franchisors,
much of it free. This starts with
Country Commercial Guides,
which provides an overview
of doing business in specific
international markets,
including eight
important factors
to help you decide
if a market is
right for your
product or
service. A
franchisor

TIP: To access free online

USCS market research
specific to franchising, go
to export.gov/industries,
and select 'franchising'. In
particular, check out the
Export Resource Guide for
Franchising, with country-bycountry market analysis.

may also request an Initial Market
Check (IMC), which is a custom
USCS market intelligence service
to evaluate a specific country’s
potential for their product
or service.

What if you are not a
U.S.-based company?

While the USCS is focused on
helping outbound American
exporters, they can also
provide valuable resources to
internationally-based franchisors
and franchise sector suppliers.
First, if a franchisor or supplier
is seeking to establish operations
in the U.S., they should ask USCS
representatives about the “Select
USA” program, which provides
resources that promote and support
foreign direct investment into the
U.S. Secondly, the USCS teams at
embassies and consulates provide
opportunities to connect U.S.

franchisors with qualified partners
or suppliers across the world. In
this way, USCS can act as a liaison
between American franchisors and
the local franchise communities in
each international market.

American franchisors’
biggest ally for global
expansion

As an American franchise
executive, I’ve always felt a sense
of confidence knowing
that the U.S.
government has
my back as I
work to build
U.S. franchise
projects
worldwide.
Over the past
several decades,
the USCS has
played a critical role
in American franchise
brand expansion
globally, and U.S.
franchisors owe
a debt of gratitude.
Without the USCS,
our global franchise
landscape would look
very different today.

U.S. COMMERCIAL SERVICE
FRANCHISE ANNOUNCEMENTS
Eric Johnson, CFE, global
director of franchise
programs at the U.S
Department of Commerce
Each year the USCS highlights at least
one region of the world for franchisors
to consider taking their brands, and this
is normally through a certified trade
mission. This year the trade mission is
co-sponsored with the IFA and will include
visits through both Frankfurt and Budapest
in November 2019. Participating franchise
brands will receive franchise briefings from
local country experts and have vetted
appointments with potential franchisees.
Programs of this nature can spearhead
entry into markets where franchisors have
not previously focused efforts or need
assistance in opening relationships.
We are also excited to launch a new
certification project in 2019, developed

between the USCS and the IFA, called the
Franchising Sector Specialist designation.
USCS staff and management are able to
complete this four-pronged professional
development series to build a deeper
understanding of the franchise industry,
and to provide the franchising community
with further trained trade specialists, who
understand the vernacular and mechanics
of franchising. Staff focus 75 specialized
training hours in developing industry
knowledge, establishing a franchising
eco-system of connections, completing
IFA-approved training courses, and taking
part in industry events. Completion
of this certification program provides
advanced standing for those interested
in completing the International Certified
Franchising Executive certification.
For more information, email:
Eric.Johnson@trade.gov
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Gold’s Gym:
fit for
franchising
Gold’s Gym has been setting
standards for fitness centers since 1965

AT A GLANCE
GOLD’S GYM
Established:
1965
Number of franchised outlets:
706 (563 franchise,
143 corporate-owned)
Location of units: United States, India,
Japan, Philippines, Indonesia, Egypt, UAE,
Oman, Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
Costa Rica, Saudi Arabia, Venezuela,
Russia, Czech Republic, Armenia, Kuwait,
Mongolia, Morocco, Jordan, Trinidad,
Canada, Peru, Australia, UK, Mexico,
Saipan, Netherlands, Turkey
Minimum required capital:
$1M+ liquid, $5M+ net worth (depending
on country)
Contact:
+1-214-296-5026
franchising.goldsgym.com

their franchise network today
reveals two important ingredients
that have made Gold’s Gym
an award-winning business: a
supportive franchisor and strong
franchisees. Gold’s Gym has
found this perfect balance in its
franchise model over the years
by determining the key qualities
needed for a star franchisee.

A VALUE FOR QUALITY
OVER QUANTITY

ince Gold’s Gym first
opened its doors in 1965,
the brand has cemented
its presence as the world’s
trusted fitness authority. A pioneer of
the fitness industry since day one, it
was not long before the brand’s iconic
weight plate logo was recognizable
worldwide, even in locations where it
had not yet planted its roots. To keep
up with the brand’s increasing global
popularity, Gold’s Gym made the
decision to begin franchising in 1980.
Shortly after the brand began
franchising, Gold’s Gym had less than
10 U.S.-based locations open and
operating. Today, almost 40 years of

S
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franchise development later, Gold’s
Gym now serves more than three
million members across 29 countries
around the world. There are more
than 700 Gold’s Gym locations
open today, and over 70 per cent
of those are owned and operated
by franchisees with more than 370
franchise gyms located outside of
the United States.

THE POWER OF
EXPERIENCE

Gold’s Gym has proven its strength
as a brand and a pioneer for both
fitness center operations as well
as franchising. A global look at

With its 54 years of industry
experience, Gold’s Gym has high
standards for the operation of
locations worldwide. As the most
widely known fitness brand in
the world, Gold’s Gym looks for
sophisticated franchisors with
strong business acumen and
extensive expertise.
A perfect example is Gold’s Gym
in Egypt, where master franchisees
Ali Mahmoud and Mohamed
Nassif brought the country its first
full-service health club in 1997.
Much like the Egyptian pyramids,
they set the bar high for designing
and constructing true landmarks
with their gym destinations. They
prioritized quality over speedy
development from day one. And
today, with 15 locations open and
more on the way, Gold’s Gym Egypt
has constructed some of the most
impressive locations for the brand.

A COMMUNITY FOCUS

Another benefit for franchisors is
the opportunity to bring the Gold’s
Gym brand to the communities

A PASSION FOR FITNESS
The Gold’s Gym mission for
franchisees, members and the
communities where they operate
is to help people achieve their
potential through fitness. As
a healthy lifestyle becomes

“With its 54
years of industry
experience,
Gold’s Gym has
high standards
for the operation
of locations
worldwide”

Behind the Brand - Gold’s Gym

that operators consider
home. When a franchisee
has a connection with
the community where
their gym is located,
there is true devotion to
providing an exceptional
customer experience that
translates directly into
the success of the gym.
When Hurricane
Sandy devastated
the U.S. east coast in
2012, many residents
of the communities
surrounding Gold’s Gym
in Paramus, New Jersey,
found themselves without
many of their necessary
household utilities. Gold’s
Gym franchisees Mike
Epstein and Art Carrill
saw their role not only
as business owners in
the community, but also
as caretakers for their
fellow citizens. They
proactively welcomed
residents through their
doors to charge their electronics,
use the shower facilities, and
connect with others in a time
of need. In return, Epstein and
Carrill were recognized by State
Congressman Josh Gottheimer
with a “Hometown Heroes” award
for allowing Gold’s Gym to bring
a new kind of strength to the area
and its citizens.

increasingly important around the
world, this mission is
especially paramount.
Before Gold’s Gym entered
India under master franchisee
J.K. Valecha, there was a dire need
for fitness outlets in the country.
When Valecha first brought Gold’s
Gym to his country 16 years ago,
India had a population of more
than one billion people, and
a gym penetration rate of less
than one per cent at the time.
Valecha and his team set their
sights on opening 100 Gold’s Gym
locations in the country where
they were so desperately needed.
Today, that dream is a reality as
Gold’s Gym India now has over
150 locations serving more than
350,000 members. In return, the
fitness culture in India has been
transformed. Valecha oversees an
incredibly successful organization
in financial terms, and his passion
for serving others with a proven
brand continues to help many.

JOIN THE TRADITION
THAT CONTINUES
TO THRIVE

These are just a few examples of
the ways Gold’s Gym franchisees

exemplify the brand ideals. It
is due to franchise owners with
characteristics like these that the
brand has grown to the powerful
global entity it is today.
If you possess these qualities
along with exceptional business
acumen, and are looking to join a
legacy like none other in its category,
then look no further than Gold’s Gym
for your next investment. You may
be an ideal fit to become a master
franchisee for Gold’s Gym in your
country. Potential candidates must
have strong financial capability (net
worth in excess of $5M+).
GLOBALFRANCHISEMAGAZINE.COM
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Behind the Brand - Bodystreet

Become your
country’s market
leader
German fitness brand Bodystreet is expanding
worldwide – franchise and master franchise
opportunities are available now
ithin just a few
years Bodystreet has
managed to leave
its competitors far
behind in the field of electrical
muscle stimulation (EMS) and
has now become the world market
leader, with 300 boutique fitness
studios in seven different countries.
Successful franchisees range from
fitness experts to “career changers”.
Bodystreet undoubtedly
dominates the market for fitness
studios offering EMS today. At
Bodystreet, the customer is always
personally supervised by a certified
Bodystreet instructor and requires
much less time for a workout than
in a classic gym: a 20-minute
workout is all it takes.
How does Europe’s leading
EMS boutique fitness provider
manage to attract so many new
and enthusiastic franchisees

W
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every year? No question about it:
Bodystreet scores highly on concept,
support and brand – but even these
essentials need a sophisticated
system of communication in order
to reveal their great potential.
As a franchise system,
Bodystreet has established new
benchmarks and was awarded the
DFV Marketing Award in 2015.
For its comprehensive service
portfolio and impressive system
growth, Bodystreet was honored
with the title of Germany’s
Franchise System of the Year in
2016 and nominated for the Best
Franchise System award in Austria
in 2019.
In order to attract franchisees,
Bodystreet relies on a recruitment
process that has grown over many

AT A GLANCE
BODYSTREET
Established:
2007
Number of franchised outlets:
300
Location of units:
United Kingdom, U.S.A., Germany,
Austria, Italy, Gibraltar, Tanzania
Investment range:
$80,000 - $100,000
Minimum required capital:
$50,000
Contact:
matthias.lehner@bodystreet.de
bodystreet-international.com

“Bodystreet
scores highly on
concept, support
and brand ”
years. It goes from the initial
contact, to a live presentation of
Bodystreet’s concept, a counselling
interview, a preliminary contract,
and finally to the franchise
agreement, which leads to an
incredible onboarding process.
At Bodystreet, the entire
recruitment process for new
franchisees, from the first contact
to the signing of the contract,
is precisely timed and placed
within a well-thought-out overall
framework. All individual steps are
carefully coordinated; they deliver
the right message at the right
time to each franchisee and, with
meaningful intermediate steps,
lay the foundation for a successful
partnership with Bodystreet. The
complete decision – making and
integration process is experienced
by the system newcomer as a
harmonious, smooth cooperation
– and thus seen as a strong
guarantee that in Bodystreet one
has found an optimal partner in
every respect for starting one’s
own business.
Bodystreet is always looking for
franchisees in existing markets.
If Bodystreet does not operate in
your country, secure the market by
becoming a master franchisee.
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Why would you
choose franchising?
The decision to buy a franchise is not one to be taken lightly. Justin Livingston
makes the case for a business model that's becoming increasingly popular
WO R D S BY J U S T I N L I V I N G S TO N

he choice to go into
business for yourself
is one that is often
discussed, frequently
thought about, but rarely taken
up. Deciding to take the leap and
leave the comfort and stability of a
corporate job is flat out terrifying.
Many who ride the fence of
working in a job versus starting a
business grapple with the desire
for freedom, time, financial success
and control weighed against the
comfort and “safety” of a 9 to 5.
The reality is simple: most will
work our whole careers making
someone else money.
Beginning a business is
daunting; from navigating where to
begin, to how to avoid becoming a
scary failure statistic, there are so
many options and so many ways to
approach it.
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Justin Livingston has
worked in franchising
for more than a
decade. He is the
founder and owner
of Franchise
Transformations

Franchising: a road map
to successful business
ownership

Successful franchise opportunities
are based on years of operational
experience chalked full of mistakes
and successes. Processes and
“the recipe” are built from the
execution of ideas and learning
from the strategies or tactics that
didn’t work. Mistakes in business
can be costly and some might cost
you everything. When you join a
franchise system, you are buying
the processes that have been
perfected by those who have already
made the mistakes and came out on
the other side – helping prevent you
from making them.

Due diligence

The key to finding success with a
franchise is joining the franchise
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system that is right for you. Many
factors should go into this decision.
As a potential buyer, you want to
find a concept that has the expertise
and support to give you the best
possible recipe, but is also a good
cultural fit and brand you believe
in. The due diligence process can
be overwhelming. Take the time to
find something you are passionate
about – that you’re going to enjoy
doing and can bring you not only
financial but personal success and
satisfaction.

Self-reflection

Self-reflection and an honest look
at your level of preparedness are
key before searching for a franchise
business. Consider the following:
Do you have the capital to make
the investment and maintain a
healthy nest egg for emergencies?
Do you have the time and energy to
fully commit to the success of your
business by following the proven
process of a franchise? What’s your
passion? What does your future like
look like? What work-life balance
do you seek? What are your shortand long-term goals?

Proof of concept

There is a wide choice of franchises
spanning several different
industries and types of business.
Though each potential buyer's
criteria differs, the basis that makes
a franchise system successful is
consistent. No matter the industry,
the success of a franchise concept
can most easily be seen in the proof
of concept or history. As previously
discussed, proven processes are
earned by trial and error and years
of perfecting what works and,
more importantly, what works best.

Does the franchisor have a clear
understanding of the industry as
evidenced by its own operation?
Does the concept have enough faith
in its programs and processes to
operate the business themselves?
What does the franchisor do that
sets it apart from the competition?
Strong systems started as strong
concepts where the evolution of the
brand has allowed the franchisor
to live through the costly mistakes
of a start-up business so you, the
franchisee, do not have to. This is
the core difference of buying into a
franchise opposed to starting from
scratch. Like any decision, setting
proper expectations is key. Make
no mistake, starting a business
is not for the faint of heart. Even
with the best map, the journey is
full of obstacles that you and your
franchisor will overcome together.

Existing franchisee
insight

Another distinct advantage of
partnering with a franchise is the
ability to receive feedback from
those who have gone before you.
Assuming you are not franchisee
number one, one of the best ways
to gain deeper insight into a day in
the life as a franchisee is talking to
people who are already living that
journey; a luxury you wouldn’t have
had you gone into entrepreneurship
alone. There is much to be gained
from conversations with existing
franchisees, including relationship
with the franchisor, support and
training from the corporate team,

and more importantly: would they
do it again? In this phase of the due
diligence process, be sure to keep
in mind that no franchise system
is perfect for everyone. You do not
want to make a snap judgement
from talking to one franchisee, so
be sure to connect with a variety
of existing owners. Other key
questions to ask are: What are your
likes, dislikes? Do you feel you have
adequate resources and support
from the franchisor? What are dayto-day operations like?

Franchisor resources
and support

What support is offered beyond
the initial training? The answer
to this question is at the heart of
the big, overarching question: to
franchise or not to franchise? The
franchisor-franchisee relationship
is much like a marriage – it’s a
commitment from both parties
to be there for one another
throughout the journey. The
relationship begins at the signing
of the franchise agreement and
the support continues through

the life of the relationship. As a
franchisee, you can rely on advice
on how to overcome hurdles as they
arise – from simple problems to
more complex adjustments based
on economic peaks and valleys.
Beyond the brand marks and initial
set-up of the business, it’s the
ongoing support that will make the

“The franchisor-franchisee
relationship is much like a
marriage – it’s a commitment
from both parties to be there
for one another throughout
the journey”
GLOBALFRANCHISEMAGAZINE.COM
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SHANNA
SCHULZE

Corporate and franchise attorney Shanna Schulze
talks growth and franchising goals
Shanna Schulze brings business
and cultural diversity to Shumway
Van as a seventh-generation West
Texas rancher, former sports apparel
business owner, wellness advocate, and
attorney. Schulze gained significant
legal experience by developing
and growing Massage Heights
Franchising’s legal department as its
corporate counsel, and later, doing the
same for TGP Franchising. Through
Shumway Van, Schulze continues to
provide these franchise brands, as well
as others, corporate and franchiserelated legal services. Additionally,
Shanna is the executive director of So
Live, Inc., a nonprofit dedicated to
conquering cancer and promoting a
higher quality of life.
GF: What was your route into
franchise law?
SS: While awaiting my Texas Bar
exam results, I accepted a temporary
summer position as a legal assistant
at Massage Heights Franchising,
LLC. Their in-house paralegal was
overburdened, and it was my intent
to assist her for a few months while
gaining insight into a corporation’s
legal needs. Initially, I was not aware of
the vast distinction between corporate
and franchise law, but I quickly
learned. Upon receiving my law
license, I immediately stepped
into the role as their corporate counsel.
My experience was simultaneously
focused on both corporate and
franchise legal duties, and both
became a passion of mine.
30
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“As a former business
owner and entrepreneur,
I have an innate love
and understanding for
business development”
GF: What attracted you to corporate law and
the franchising side in particular?
SS: As a former business owner and entrepreneur, I
have an innate love and understanding for business
development. There was no doubt that I wanted
to practice corporate law to help other businesses
grow. However, as implied above, my induction into
franchise law was somewhat accidental. Stepping
into the corporate counsel role for a franchisor
allowed me to learn not only the niche legal world
of franchising, but it also taught me the ins and
outs of the franchise industry as a whole.
GF: What services do you and
Shumway Van provide?
SS: Although my personal services are limited to
transactional law only, the franchise attorneys of
Shumway Van represent both franchisors and
franchisees, providing transactional and litigation
services. On behalf of our franchisor clients, we
provide annual regulatory compliance services, as
well as ongoing corporate and franchise legal
services. For our franchisee clients, we provide legal
counsel in connection with the acquisition of a
franchise, sale of their franchise, and the operations
associated with their franchise.
GF: What affords you most satisfaction?
SS: Playing a vital role in the development,

growth, and repair of a business is by
far the most rewarding thing about my
practice. I love meeting new people and
learning about their organization and the
passion that drives them; then helping
them achieve their goals by providing
specialized knowledge and experience in
both law and business.
GF: What’s the next step in your career?
SS: Up next on the horizon, I will
continue connecting with franchisors and
franchisees across the nation, expanding
our franchise portfolio. Additionally, I
plan to develop a Shumway Van office
in the Austin, Texas area, continuing to
regionally spread our “big firm” services
for a reasonable “small firm” price.
Also, I have recently joined the board
for the nonprofit organization, Texas
Accountants and Lawyers for the Arts,
where I will be able to assist in the growth
of its pro bono legal and accounting
services to artists in Texas.
GF: If you had to start over,
what would you do differently?
SS: I believe everything that has
unfolded was necessary and with
purpose. However, if I could do anything
differently, it would be to do it all without
any form of stress or anxiety. Looking
back, it’s now easy to see that everything
worked itself out, even better than I
could have imagined. So, if I could have
set aside any discomfort when stepping
into the unknown with greater faith and
gratitude, I could have been enjoying my
sense of peace a little earlier in life.
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Multi-unit: a case of
the more, the better?
Single vs multi-unit franchising: is running more locations
worth the effort?
WO R D S BY J O S H R O B I N S O N

THE AUTHOR
Josh Robinson, vice
president of licensing
& development, is
responsible for defining
and developing
business strategies to
grow the Pearle Vision
franchise system
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s a franchisee signing
a franchise agreement,
one of the questions
you are bound to ask
is: “Should I stick with a single
unit or sign a deal that provides
an opportunity to open multiple
locations?”
The answer to this question
has increasingly shifted towards
opening multiple units. Franchise
market research firm, FranData,
reports that during the past 20
years multi-unit franchising has
become one of the key vehicles for
developing a sustainable business.
In fact, FranData counts more than
40,000 multi-unit franchisees in
the United States operating more
than 200,000 locations.
For those who are just getting
into the business model or building
upon their single unit, the upside
of multi-unit franchising leads
several to head in this direction.
The scalability of franchising offers

A
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“The insatiable appetite of highly
successful multi-unit franchisees
comes from a clear recognition
that there is strength in numbers”
unique opportunities to create
income, wealth, lifestyle and
equity that otherwise could be
much more difficult. Yet, scaling
a franchise business can be a
challenge without proper funding,
operations experience and
company infrastructure.
Without a doubt landmines
exist, but strategic planning
and execution can provide the
pathway to multi-unit franchise
ownership, which offers a vast
collection of benefits.
As you consider creating
a franchise enterprise with
multiple units, and even multiple
brands, here are the three most
significant advantages:

Benefits…multiplied

Consider this: Franchise Update
Media Group reported that nearly
700 of the nation’s most prolific
multi-unit franchise investors
represented an aggregate annual
revenue exceeding $10bn.
Collectively the group will open
2,000 more units in the next two
years and with plans to open 11,000
in the next five years.
The insatiable appetite of highly
successful multi-unit franchisees
comes from a clear recognition
that there is strength in numbers.
It’s no secret that opening a
franchise comes with a cost – from
the initial franchise fee, attorney
fees, build-out expenses and

other miscellaneous expenses, your
investment spans across a broad
range. When entrepreneurs choose
to sign a single franchise agreement
versus a multi-unit agreement, they
may not realize they are signing on to
pay many of those fees multiple times
if they decide at a later time to invest
in another unit.
Beyond the efficiencies that can be
recognized when you first become a
multi-unit franchisee, cost savings
can be realized throughout the life
cycle of the enterprise being built,
including: purchasing power, the
efficiencies of having one back of the
house for multiple locations, reduced
fees and royalty breaks.

Replicate what works best

When franchisees amass a collection
of units, best practices emerge. Due to
factors such as personnel, operations
and real estate selection, certain
locations begin to reach profitability
levels that distinguish them from the
others within the portfolio.
The fact of the matter is that
multi-unit franchisees can access
and analyze data that allows them
to identify trends. For example,
when a franchisee can pinpoint that
a manager has a store performing
at peak levels, tapping into that
knowledge and designing specific
training for all locations can be
created to raise the performance of all
locations. In the end, efficiencies are

established that foster opportunities
for franchisees to work on growing
their business rather than working in
their business every day.
As a result, financial stability is
achieved, thus ongoing development
is made possible along with
remodels and equipment updates
to remain current with customer
demand and preferences.

Developing an
infrastructure

Single-unit franchise owners often
find themselves wearing every hat
within the business. Oftentimes this
means the business becomes more of
a job than an enterprise that creates
value in the near and long terms. In
this scenario, franchisees are stuck
in the whirlwind of ownership and
in-store, day-to-day operations versus
working on improving the business
and growing it.
In contradiction, multi-unit
franchising provides a pathway to
building an enterprise with a support
system made up of well-trained
managers and team members that
can foster growth.
In many cases, resources can be
shared and promotions become viable
within the family of units. From
operations to finance and marketing
to human resources, multi-unit
franchisees will be in position to
develop and pull from a talent pool
within their business.

MULTI-UNIT FRANCHISING:
ADVANTAGES FOR
FRANCHISORS
1 Systemwide consistency
Franchising is built upon
replicating a proven model.
In turn, it is to the benefit of
franchisors that they attract
and maintain strong multi-unit
franchisees. Multi-unit franchising
facilitates operational consistency
by offering franchisors a smoother
training process and ensuring
there is a well-structured
business plan put in place across
a particular region. By working
with an owner who is a multiunit franchisee, your franchise
can better maintain high-quality
customer experiences at the local
level, which can have a positive
effect on the brand’s reputation
as a whole.
At Pearle Vision, our area
development franchising program
is designed to be an enticing “winwin”. In exchange for a per-unit
development fee, area developers
receive exclusive rights to their
territory and a reduced royalty fee,
which provides the potential for a
strong return on their investment.
We are able to offer flexible
development plans starting with a
minimum of three units. Enticing
incentives help franchisors better
attract developers who can grow
a single region and enhance
operational consistency.
2 Reach growth goals
Once you’ve secured a dependable
multi-unit franchisee to expand
in a particular region, your team
will spend less time vetting
through additional prospective
franchise partners for that area.
Instead, franchisor teams can
focus on developing additional
new territories and dedicate
resources to other needs within
the company. In turn, the
franchisor will likely have less time
between location openings in the
multi-unit franchisees’ regions
and you’ll be able be to establish
a routine and solid relationship
with the franchisee. Plus, when
only one franchisee is involved in
development of the market, the
owner will often choose to work
with the same set of local vendors
throughout the build-out process,
from site selection through
construction and eventually
opening day. As your multi-unit
franchisee reaches the fourth
or fifth location, the procedure
becomes simpler for everyone
involved. Ideally, if a lesser number
of third parties are added into the
mix, the projected growth plan
stays on course.
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Four ways to differentiate
your franchise concept
For a new franchise competing in a busy market, nothing is more important
than originality
WO R D S BY P E T E R O R T I Z

he franchise industry,
especially in the fastcasual sector, is flooded
with new concepts
each year – many of them far too
much alike. And, with more than
3,000 franchise brands already in
the marketplace, originality in our
industry can be a rare commodity.
Needless to say, sustained success (i.e.
consistently strong franchise sales
growth) relies almost entirely on a
concept’s ability to differentiate itself
from the competition.
Prospective franchisees are going
to want to understand exactly how
a concept is uniquely positioned in
the segment, and how the brand’s
leadership is invested in its franchisees
and their success.
What sets this brand apart from
the rest? How does the
home office drive
initiatives that give
franchisees a leg up
on competition?
Answering
these questions
is key, and there
are several ways
thoughtful franchisors
can distinguish their brands
from the competition.
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THE AUTHOR
Peter Ortiz, vice
president of franchise
development for
Potbelly Sandwich
Shop, has more than
25 years of experience
in the franchising
industry

Step 1: Look at
leadership

Let’s start with leadership.
Differentiating a franchise brand
from the pack starts or, quite
literally, sits, at the top. The senior
executive team must be devoted to
franchising, invested both in what
it takes to grow a brand through
franchise sales and the investment
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it takes to provide existing franchisees
with top-notch support. The team’s
understanding of these initiatives is
fundamental to success, and being
able to speak about this with
prospects is integral.
If senior leadership doesn’t feel
strongly about franchising, franchisee
support programs and both the near
and long-term potential of franchising,
it’s up to the franchise development
team to inspire them. Develop a
strategy to educate them about
franchising and how it is a strategy
that can sustain company growth for
many, many years; bring
in external experts
to speak on
the topic,

introduce them to some standout
existing franchisees, or tour a franchise
location to demonstrate the way
franchise units follow the brand’s
systems and processes. Seeing things
firsthand is always best – insist that
senior leadership spend the time to
understand just how greatly a strong
franchising plan can grow a business

and make a concept a segment leader.
With the backing of senior
leadership, the franchising arm of a
business will be empowered to support
existing franchisees and, equally
important, take the necessary steps to
grow the brand.

Step 2: Don’t be afraid of
a fresh perspective

Now that you’ve gotten the C-Suite
onboard, it’s time to look inward –
at the franchising team itself. If a
brand is in a rut, a fresh perspective
in the franchising development
department is a crucial step in a
brand’s journey to differentiation.
In order to grow your system
and sophisticate your concept,
sometimes new forward-thinking
team members with ideas on how to
do things differently is just what
the doctor ordered.
A fresh point of view can bring a
variety of benefits, one of which is
the ability to identify (and present
solutions to) possible systemwide
inefficiencies. Newcomers will be
less attached to current operations
and open to changing things up.
A new point of view can also
bring diverse ideas to the table on
how to better support franchise
owners – which brings us to the next
step in our path to distinguishing
winning concepts from the rest.

Step 3: Invest in existing
franchisee support

Now that we’ve covered how to position
the home office team, it’s time to
make sure your existing franchisees
are set up for success. The quality
level of franchisee support offered
is a huge area of differentiation for
franchise brands and presents several
opportunities to lead the industry.
For instance, make sure technology
or proprietary software is as up-todate, effective and efficient as possible.
Also, offer ample technology training
opportunities to your franchisees
and their staff. Always strive to finetune
and improve processes, as well as
properly train franchise locations on
how to best implement them. Refresher
courses are always constructive.
Finally, recognize

franchisees’ success and inspire them to
invest their very best in their business. A
great way to do this is through holding
an annual conference for franchisees
to network with one another, hear
from industry experts, and connect
with home office leadership oneon-one. These conventions present
a strategic opportunity to honor
franchisee achievements over the

At the end of the day, consumers have
plenty of options. So, why should they choose
your brand? Sure, price points matter, as
does the product’s quality. But the area a
brand can really differentiate itself is in the
customer experience. Customer service
should be a leading – if not the leading –
focus for all locations. Customers are going
to come back to your location because the
employees are pleasant, or maybe they’ve

“If a brand is in a rut, a fresh
perspective in the franchising
development department is a
crucial step in a brand’s journey
to differentiation”
past year, as well. Develop an awards
program that recognizes successes
and stellar performance. Call out top
producers, those who follow systems
and processes, and the franchisees
who exhibit an entrepreneurial spirit.
This will not only endear your top
performers to your brand, it will also
serve to inspire the entire franchise
system to strive for improvement
and excellence.

Step 4: Enhance the
customer experience

Lastly, a concept lives and dies by
its clientele. They need to want to
return and purchase whatever you’re
selling again, and again, and again…
so, while this is the last step in the
path to differentiation, it’s likely
the most important.

even developed a rapport with the staff
(who should strive to know regulars by
name!) Excellence in customer service
isn’t just a smile and a warm greeting.
Get to know the customers. Make those
experiences memorable; employees should
knowledgeably and pleasantly answer
questions, for instance. Employees should be
patient with customers, and not rush them
through the line.
It starts with teaching staff the importance
of customer service and giving them the
necessary tools to deliver. Train them on
the hallmarks of memorable customer
interactions. And, remember that continued
learning is essential to making these
practices stick day-to-day.

Now, stand out

We’ve covered the four steps to making your
concept different. Remember, it starts at
the top – the buy-in of senior leaders will
position the entire franchise for success.
Then, look inward at the franchising team
itself. A fresh perspective can help finetune
systems and processes and bring in new
ideas, from development to advocating
for franchisees. Once the home office is
on the right track, focus on enhancing
both franchisee support and the customer
experience. These four steps may seem
simple, but they’re the bedrocks of a
stand-out franchise infrastructure that is
positioned to differentiate itself from the
rest, for the long-term.
Now, go be different.
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ROBERT
CRESANTI
This issue we meet with the president and CEO
of the International Franchise association (IFA)
GF: What does your role at the
IFA involve?
RC: I serve as the president and
CEO of the IFA, the world’s
oldest and largest organization
representing franchising
worldwide. The business model
has become a truly global
phenomenon, spreading
entrepreneurial opportunity,
economic growth and the values
of the small business community
around the world. The economic,
personal and supply chain ties
bring communities closer together
and build cooperation and
understanding between people.
And, while this is undoubtedly
an exciting time for franchising,
it is also a time of growing
challenges; vigilance and
advocacy for the franchise
business model remain at the
core of IFA’s work. My job
continues to be working to
protect, promote and enhance
the franchise business model,
here in the U.S. and abroad.
GF: What excites you most
about working in the world
of franchising?
RC: Franchising combines
the power of an international
brand with the know-how and
engagement that only local
ownership can bring. I am
continually amazed by the impact
franchising has on a global scale

and its positive world impact.
Our work through our IFA
Foundation is truly inspirational.
Whether it’s having a meaningful
impact in a community by
providing education, outreach,
and networking around the
opportunities in franchising
through our Diversity Institute or
connecting talented and patriotic
veterans with so much to offer
with franchise business ownership
opportunities through our
VetFran program, our Foundation
showcases the best franchising
has to offer.
It also has been incredible
to see the community service

“I am continually amazed
by the impact franchising
has on a global scale”
work that franchise brands and
local business owners bring to
their local communities. IFA’s
Franchising Gives Back
Program highlights and
recognizes the many ways that
franchise businesses give back
to their communities through
charitable programs and
community leadership.
These programs amplify the
best of what is, and what will
be, in franchising.

GF: How do you think other
people would describe you?
RC: As a kid, growing up near
several American military base in
Germany teaches you a lot of key
life lessons when you least expect
it. Life was always changing, and
you couldn’t predict anything.
Because of that, I have the ability
to adapt to different situations
more easily. It prepared me to be
ready for almost anything and
that life should never stand still.
Being exposed to a giant melting
pot of cultures as a young person
shaped my core values and
people who spend time around
me can see that in my personal
and professional life.
GF: Why should franchises
become a member of the IFA?
RC: Education, networking,
franchise growth, and advocacy.
The IFA connects franchisors,
suppliers and franchisees to
a community of like-minded
individuals looking to network,
become more educated on
franchising and support the
franchise industry as a whole.
Being a part of the IFA also
connects you to a community
of valuable partners with a
variety of expertise that can
be a great asset in growing
your brand. While you are
focused on growing your
business, the IFA is focused
on growing the industry.
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Supporting
the community

AT A GLANCE
SUBWAY
Established:
1965
Number of franchised outlets: 42,000+
Location of units: In more than
110 countries
Investment range: $140,050 - $342,400
Minimum required capital: Suggested
50 per cent in cash
Contact: franchise@subway.com
203 877 4281 or 800 888 4848

Subway franchise owners are giving back in a big way
ccording to national
data provided
through the advocacy
organization, Autism
Speaks, the vast majority of adults
with autism are either unemployed
or underemployed, with estimates
ranging to as high as 90 per
cent. This is just one of the many
statistics that jumped out to
Las Vegas-based Subway franchise
owner, Donna Curry, who is helping
to beat those odds by creating
greater access to employment
opportunities for teens living with
autism in her community.
Curry owns and operates 60
restaurants in the greater Las Vegas
area, as well as overseeing a territory
of nearly 160 Subway restaurants

A
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in the region. Within this network
of Subway restaurants, Curry has
employed or provided internships to
25 teens living with autism in recent
years as a part of her work with the
Grant A Gift Autism Foundation’s
TeenWORKS program. The role
of the foundation is to help prepare
individuals with autism to live as
independent adults, and the role
of Curry is not only to be a pipeline
for job opportunities, but to
help create a comprehensive
support system.
“The TeenWORKS program
enables our students to go out in
the workforce and gain confidence
in their abilities,” Curry said. “It was
an idea that I knew I wanted to try
at my Subway locations. I started

subway.com

with one and immediately saw that
individual’s growing confidence
and skill set while also allowing me
an opportunity to hire some great
employees. Subway has been in the
Las Vegas area going on 37 years
now and this is one very important
way in which we support our
community and the people who
live here.”
The teens participating in the
program are achieving personal
successes each and every day, and
becoming the independent adults
that the program intends for
them to become.

SUBWAY:
DEVELOPING SKILLS

And, as Curry knew would happen
at some point, one of her best
employees from the program gave
his notice as he found himself
another job. A bittersweet moment
for her as it was difficult to say
goodbye. But there was also a
tremendous amount of pride in
knowing how much he grew while at
Subway, and all that it took for him
to go out on his own, apply for a job,
go through the interview process
and get hired.
“This is what it’s all about,” said
Donna, who first joined the board
of the Grant a Gift Foundation
after being encouraged by a friend
who has a grandchild with autism.
“Giving these kids the opportunity
to create an independent life for
themselves is the ultimate goal, and
when I see it happen before my eyes,
it’s a life changing experience.”
While Curry has been recognized
for the many contributions to her
community, and prioritizing this
work in her everyday business
operations, she is certainly not alone.

Behind the Brand - Subway
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MEET THE FRANCHISE
OWNERS GIVING BACK

In Columbia, South Carolina, the
Subway team there, in partnership
with Easterseals – a company that
provides services to those with
disabilities – volunteered at Harbison
Community Center to teach autistic
children strategies to stay safe and
raise awareness to their risk of
drowning. Volunteers spent time
teaching autistic kids basic swimming
skills in an environment tailored to
their needs.
The Subway team in Puerto Rico,
Lyle Swanson and Jose Vasquez,
helped their community rebuild after
the devastation caused by Hurricane
Maria. The pair brought in generators
and fresh clean water and fed first
responders supporting the recovery

“These experiences
are not only
rewarding for
yourself, but for
your entire team”
efforts. Their efforts inspired the
Subway brand to establish an official
program for local BDAs and franchise
owners to provide support for first
responders in communities around
the world after natural disasters.
Local Subway franchise owners in
Idaho Falls, Idaho, teamed-up with
the Idaho Falls Rescue Mission, to
provide a free meal, haircut, and job

opportunity resources to homeless
and low-income individuals.
Volunteers at the annual Day of
Giving supplied 200 sandwiches to
those in need within the community.
And in Panama, Jackie Jones
believes education is a fundamental
right that no one should lack.
So Jones and her team promote
education and inclusion in their
communities and within her
organization. The market supports
the Best Buddies Program, a
nonprofit organization that creates
opportunities for one-to-one
friendships, integrated employment,
leadership development, and
inclusive living for individuals with
intellectual and developmental
disabilities (IDD).
Rhode Island BDA, Jim Turi,
and his team recently participated
in a “Keep the Change” fundraiser
with Hasbro Children’s Hospital.
Customers had the option to donate
their change rather than receive it
back with their transaction. As a
result, this territory raised $10,000
for Hasbro.
In India, franchise owner,
Karan Veer Singh, inaugurated
his new restaurant at BMC
Chowk in Jalandhar by inviting
20 underprivileged children as his
first guests. In India, Subway has
partnered with Kailash Satyarthi
Children’s Foundation (KSCF), a
country-wide organization dedicated
to the welfare of children and headed
by the Nobel Peace Laureate.
In the continuous fight against

homelessness, the Subway team in
downtown Salt Lake, UT, partnered
with the Rescue Mission to provide
free sandwiches to those in need
from the local community. The
“picnic with a purpose” offers a
free meal and information on
housing services.
Donna and her team with Subway
Las Vegas and the countless other
business-owners across the globe
are doing incredible things to
give back to their communities in
meaningful ways. Curry encourages
all businesses to align with an
organization or cause that you are
passionate about.
Curry also recommends making
the work a team effort: “These
experiences are not only rewarding
for yourself, but for your entire team.
Involving them in this work is crucial
to making the greatest impact.”

Photography by Shane O’Neal of SON Studios
GLOBALFRANCHISEMAGAZINE.COM
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Behind the Brand - MSA Worldwide

How your
expansions
helped ours
How Michael Seid and Kay Ainsley read the tea
leaves and turned MSA Worldwide into a
global consultancy business
THE AUTHOR
Michael Seid and Kay
Ainsley are managing
directors of MSA
Worldwide. MSA
Worldwide provides
strategic and tactical
advisory services,
manuals, training
programs, franchise
system expansion,
litigation support and
other professional
services to emerging
and established
franchisors on
a global basis
msaworldwide.com
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ounded over 35 years
ago, we have evolved
our practice by reading
the tea leaves found
in the emerging trends and fads.
Two significant trends we have
maximized for our clients relate
to how they view multi-unit
development domestically
and internationally.
The growth in multi-unit, multibranded franchisees was easy to
spot. What became important to
us and our clients was the
recognition that there were
different classes of multi-unit
franchisees and, to be effective,
these classes could not be treated
in a common fashion or the same
as single-unit operators. Tailoring
initial and continual fee structures,
support, obligations, back-ofhouse infrastructure, advisory
roles, etc, increases the bottom-
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line performance for each of the
stakeholders, minimizes natural
system tension and improves
overall brand performance.
As our clients increased
their international expansion
we recognized that what was
happening in how they supported
multi-unit franchisees domestically
could be applied effectively to
their international structure.
We moved, when appropriate,
from master franchising to direct
franchising as technology, improved
communications and differing
methods of support have given
franchisors the ability to directly
support multi-unit franchisees over
great distances.

STRATEGIC WORK

Franchise consultants play an
important role in the design,
development, implementation and
growth of franchise systems. MSA’s
client reach is very broad and ranges
from small emerging brands to some
of the largest publicly held global
brand leaders. While we are wellregarded globally for our tactical
and strategic work as franchise
advisors, in practice, we view
franchising as merely an alternative
method of expansion to be used
when appropriate by our clients.
Our expertise is in structuring and
employing the proper method(s) of
expansion based on the objectives
of our clients and their downstream
operators in targeted domestic and
international markets.

For emerging franchisors our
greatest role is in the design of the
franchise offering, the development
of the tactical support elements
and assistance in developing and
implementing their expansion.
Long-term, we work with new
franchise executives to teach
them the skills they will require to
manage their franchise program and
second-seat them as they learn to
execute their new craft in a changing
marketplace. Our belief is that
franchisee recruitment should be
internalized and, in most situations,
not left to third-party brokers. This
belief has led us to develop a bridge
program to actively support our
emerging franchise clients in their
expansion while building for them
the internal capabilities they require
to maximize their brand’s long term
performance and value.
Our client services for existing
franchisors fall into two main
categories. For relatively new
franchise systems our work is often
in dealing with the terms of their
franchise offerings and making
changes because of how their
franchise program was originally put
together. These new franchisors may
be seeing issues emerging because of
their inability to recruit franchisees,
a robust franchise system that is
continuing to lose money or tensions
with their existing franchisees or
state regulators. Unfortunately, these
problems were generally avoidable
had the franchisor used a proper
consulting firm at the outset instead
of a “franchise packager”.

LITIGATION SUPPORT

For more established franchisors
much of our work is in providing
strategic and tactical support for
domestic and international growth,
change strategies to improve system
performance, management and staff
evaluations, revising manuals and
training programs, and working
with private equity in mergers and
acquisitions. When necessary, we
provide litigation support and
expert witness services. We
also work with our clients to
prevent vicarious liability and
joint employment challenges by
conducting annual reviews of their
systems and documentation.

S H OW S

AMERICA’S
MUST-VISIT
FRANCHISE
EXPOS
Filled to the brim with educational seminars, networking events and
opportunity – the U.S. knows how to put on a franchising show. Here, we
round up some of the best the States has to offer
FRANCHISE EXPO WEST
DECEMBER 5-7, 2019
Long Beach Convention Center, California
“I can’t say enough about the show,” said a previous attendee of Franchise
Expo West. “The variety of ideas, seminars, and quality of representatives
from the franchising world made this trip worth every penny!”
Organized and operated by MFV Expositions, Franchise Expo West is a
staple in the worldwide franchising calendar. Bringing together hundreds of
experienced franchisors with thousands of entrepreneurs, attendees will have
ample opportunity to speak and work with their next profitable partner.
EXPO TRAVEL, INC. is the official travel agency of the event, and special
arrangements have been made with some of Long Beach’s finest hotels to
offer event attendees the best below-market rates. franchiseexpowest.com

IFA 2020: ANNUAL CONVENTION
FEBRUARY 8-11, 2020
Orlando World Center Marriott, Florida
One of the biggest events in the franchising calendar, the annual IFA
Convention brings franchisors, franchisees and suppliers from all over the
world to share franchising expertise, network and learn from some of the
best in the business.
Last year saw huge crowds enjoy keynote speaker Gary Vaynerchuck, and
the 2020 edition looks to not disappoint, with best-selling author Simon
Sinek set to open the event and former NFL star and motivational speaker
Trent Shelton to bring the convention to a close
And if you happen to be at the event on the evening of February
7, 2020, make sure you head to the Global Franchise Awards 2020 ceremony
to congratulate winners, or even pick up a trophy on behalf of your brand.
Find out more information at globalfranchisemagazine.com/awards.
franchise.org/events/convention

IFA 2020 IN NUMBERS:
• 4K+ ATTENDEES
• 50 EDUCATIONAL SESSIONS
• 350 SUPPLIER PARTNERS
GLOBALFRANCHISEMAGAZINE.COM
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FRANCHISE EXPO SOUTH
FEBRUARY 20-22, 2020
The Miami Beach Convention Center, Florida

“For franchisors, it is a must-exhibit
event to interact with qualified
prospective franchisees looking to
grow their own businesses”

At the popular Franchise Expo South event, hundreds of exciting franchise
concepts and opportunities are on display, with thousands of the most qualified
prospects from the southern United States and other areas in attendance. For
franchisors, it is a must-exhibit event to interact with qualified prospective
franchisees looking to grow their own businesses.
Visitors have the chance to meet face-to-face with over 200 proven
franchise teams representing every industry and investment level. Attendees
can also tap into the expo’s educational resources, including in-depth workshops
and seminars, one-on-one consulting, and ample expertise from notable
business speakers.
There is also a show floor theater with complimentary sessions taken by
industry experts that cover a variety of franchise business-related topics. All
educational resources are designed to help solidify new business owners’
decisions to dive into the franchise sector, which has reportedly outpaced job
growth in all other industrys. franchiseexposouth.com

FRANCHISE EXPO NASHVILLE
MARCH 20-21, 2020
Music City Center, Nashville, Tennessee
Previously known as Franchise Expo Midwest and Franchise Expo
Chicago, the popular Midwest franchising exhibition heads to Nashville
for its 2020 edition. Established to provide a transformative experience
for entrepreneurs and franchisors alike, hundreds of the hottest franchise
concepts and opportunities will be on display, all under one roof.
The event also boasts a comprehensive conference and educational
program, which covers the ins and outs of owning your own business
and making your franchise a success right from the very start.
franchiseexponashville.com

INTERNATIONAL FRANCHISE EXPO
MAY 28-30, 2020
The Javits Center, New York

MULTI-UNIT FRANCHISING CONFERENCE APRIL
14-17, 2020
Caesars Forum Conference Center, Las Vegas
Looking to create successful growth through franchising and extend your
portfolio of businesses? Then this is the event for you. Now in its twentieth
year, the annual Multi-unit Franchising Conference is a must-attend event for
multi-unit and multi-brand franchisees looking to build their businesses to
achieve their growth goals. Key note speakers this year include Kevin O’Leary
from ABC’s Shark Tank, and Nigel Travis, chairman of Dunkin’ Brands Inc.
multiunitfranchisingconference.com
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Billed as the largest expo in the country, the
International Franchise Expo (IFE) brings
thousands of entrepreneurs and budding business
owners to New York to discover over 400 proven
franchise opportunities.
Covering all sectors and catering for every investment
level and lifestyle, the franchise opportunities are
second to none and offer an array of options for
entrepreneurs in all walks and stages of life.
IFE exhibitors benefit from engaging with a vast
amount of attendees at the show, generating high
quality leads, connecting with existing candidates,
and recieving vast amounts of press coverage and
investor visibility, while lots of brands have used
the event as a launch pad to announce new
products and initiatives. ifeinfo.com

“The investment opportunities
are second to none”

2020 FRANCHISE MARKETING
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE JUNE
16-18, 2020
InterContinental Buckhead Hotel, Atlanta, Georgia

“5.9 per cent were looking to sign a
master franchise agreement at the event”

In its tenth year, the Franchise Marketing Leadership
Conference is designed to supply franchise market leaders
with a raft of educational sessions and talks. The conference
is the only recognized industry event that provides educational
content, strategies and trend insight to help chief marketing
officers and marketing leaders grow their brands. Boasting
information-rich content, a buzzing networking area and
peer-to-peer discussion times, this event is a must-attend for
those who specialise in the franchise marketing field.
The well-received 2019 edition underwent an entire
revamp and provided attendees with a host of engaging
activities, including the launch of an annual franchising
marketing report, the Marketing Innovation Awards,
networking hubs and keynote speakers galore – the
main speaker for last year’s event was Duncan Wardle,
former head of innovation and creativity at Disney.
franchisemarketingconference.com

FRANCHISE EXPO HOUSTON
OCTOBER 2-3, 2020
George R. Brown Convention Center, Houston, Texas
Thousands of aspiring business owners and entrepreneurs
descend on the Franchise Expo Houston every year, the
premier franchise expo serving the Great Houston area.
At the expo, visitors have the chance to get acquainted
with 125 exciting franchise concepts, including the likes
of Fuzzy’s Taco Shop, iKids Inc, La Crawfish, Mad
Science and more.
The event also offers a comprehensive educational
agenda that’s one of the best in the business, with
workshop sessions that take an in-depth look at
the issues facing franchising today, and are relevant
to prospective franchisees, prospective franchisors
and current franchisors.
franchisemarketingconference.com

FRANCHISE LEADERSHIP &
DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCE
OCTOBER 14-16, 2020
InterContinental Buckhead Hotel,
Atlanta, Georgia
This exclusive event is specifically for franchisors,
CEOs, presidents, COOs, CDOs and franchise
developments executives. The conference advisory
board is comprised of experienced leaders in the
franchise industry, who provide input in the development
of the quality of the programs and content available at
the event. A dynamic and thought-provoking agenda
touches a whole array of topics regarding franchise
development, with educational seminars developed
to enhance franchise recruitment, sales and
development, as well as professional leadership.
franchising.com/about/conferences

GLOBALFRANCHISEMAGAZINE.COM
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Creating the
world’s next
musicians

AT A GLANCE
SCHOOL OF
ROCK
Established:
1998
Number of franchised outlets:
250
Location of units: North, Central & South
America, Africa, and Asia Pacific
Investment range:
$192,150 - $422,100
Minimum required capital:
$100,000 (liquid) / $300,000 (net worth)
Contact:
franchisingopportunities@schoolof
rock.com or +1 866-840-2179
franchising.schoolofrock.com

With its 250th location, worldwide success, and a
host of high-profile partnerships, the School of
Rock franchise is as appealing as ever

teach students how to perform
with other musicians. They focus
instead on teaching music only
through one-on-one lessons.
The School of Rock Method is
different. The brand combines
one-on-one instruction with group
rehearsals and live performances.
This integrated approach teaches
students techniques and theory
while also helping them apply those
skills when performing with other
musicians. This method results in
remarkable musical proficiency.
“School of Rock’s unique teaching
method combines song-first
individual instruction and group
rehearsals,” says Rob Price, CEO.
“This creates a rapid sense of
individual accomplishment and
group identity. Students love the
experience and we have remarkable
net promoter scores as a result.”

FAN FAVORITES

chool of Rock, the
top music franchise
in the world, recently
celebrated reaching
a milestone in its 20-plus year
history: the opening of its 250th
location, which continues to solidify
the brand as a major player in both
the education and music business
sectors. It’s on track to open in
excess of 30 new locations this year
alone, with steady, continual growth
planned for the next five years.
Partnerships with titans of
the industry – Atlantic Records,
Twentieth Century Fox, Fender,

S
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and Berklee College of Music, for
example – have further cemented
School of Rock’s status as an
international franchise to watch.
The opportunities the brand
provides for its students and
franchisees continue to grow as
time goes on, making it a premiere
franchising option.

A UNIQUE APPROACH

School of Rock’s monumental
global success is based, partly,
on its proprietary and patentpending curriculum. Traditional
music education approaches rarely

The hands-on curriculum that
is the backbone of the School
of Rock experience is held up
by iconic songs that unify the
brand’s worldwide franchisees and
students. Artists like David Bowie,
The Beatles, and Bruce Springsteen
echo through the halls of every
School of Rock location, regardless
of whether students are learning in
America, Africa, South America, or
the Asia Pacific region.
“Music consumption and live
music is a growing market,” says
Price. “More and more evidence is
amassing that music helps build
intellectual and social skills, so we
think that demand will grow.”
The popular nature of the
concept’s curriculum also ensures
ongoing and international brand

Behind the Brand - School of Rock

awareness. Latin American School
of Rock locations will often teach
songs in Spanish or Portuguese
to reflect their local market,
but when posting viral content
online – sure to reach hundreds of
thousands of potential customers
on popular social media sites –
they’ll share the international,
recognizable favorites.
Latin America, specifically, is
also leading the way with School
of Rock’s international growth,
as a master franchisee within the
dense and highly cultural country of
Brazil recently signed a deal to open
117 new locations, in addition to the
33 already underway. The Brazilian
arm of School of Rock has always
been especially successful, and
Brazilian students have a presence
at amazing festivals such as Rock in
Rio, which is broadcast worldwide.

UNDENIABLE TALENT

But the international appeal doesn’t
stop there. A large part of the global
School of Rock experience is the
brand’s AllStars program, an annual
celebration of talent that sees the
top one per cent of students tour

“Music education
is a massive
and persistent
market, and we
have remarkable
opportunities
for growth”
North America at iconic venues,
while they get a taste for the true
rockstar experience.
The latest AllStars tour saw kids
from countries all over the world –
South Africa, Australia, and Brazil,
to name a few – play at some of the
hottest locations across the United
States, as well as favorites in Canada
and, soon, worldwide. The program
sees School of Rock students play
at the largest festivals in the world;
a living, singing, rocking testament
to the brand’s successful methods.
Musicians are introducing the next
generation of rockstars to venues
that other programs simply couldn’t

offer them, and they’re having an
amazing time doing it.

NO EXPERIENCE
REQUIRED

While School of Rock utilizes some
of the world’s most talented
musicians to teach its students
about the power of music,
franchisees aren’t required to have
a musical bone in their body. Many
entrepreneurs come to the business
with no prior experience in music
education, or teaching of any kind.
Instead, they all have a common
goal: to help kids of all ages to
achieve their rockstar dreams.
Franchisees can also be as involved
as they would like. While some
partners are in the schools every
day, managing the typical goingson, some prefer to identify excellent
teams and entrust them to run the
minutia of the business.
“We have a brand that has been
established globally and reinforced
through two decades of operations,”
says Price. “Music education is a
massive and persistent market, and
we have remarkable opportunities
for growth.”
GLOBALFRANCHISEMAGAZINE.COM
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ONE Cannabis
launches
Unity Rd
The retail dispensary franchise is changing the game
for both the franchise and cannabis industries
hat if there was a market,
in its infancy, that
represented over $11bn in
the United States alone in
2018? What if that same market was
projected to exceed $23bn by 2022?
What if that market was still in the
raw, emerging Wild West of its lifecycle
with no “household names”, rare and
fragmented expertise, no consistency
or industry standards, and had never
heard of franchising? That day is now,
and that industry is cannabis.
As the nascent cannabis industry
inches into the mainstream market, the
collective ears of global entrepreneurs
are perking up. The highly regulated
sector boasts alluring possibilities for
those savvy enough to break into the
business, but the obstacles between
getting started and reaching the goal
are challenging. The emerging markets
of the United States and Canada, for
example, have taken very different
approaches and the opportunity varies
largely from market to market – not
only at the national level but state
to state, county to county, and even
city to city. Some of the differences
range from full legalization to it being
completely illegal. Navigation of this
complex opportunity is difficult and
even savvy investors need someone with
experience to help them enter safely
and establish themselves as a market
leader. Cannabis, meet franchising.
Founder and owner of ONE
Cannabis, Christian Hageseth, is fond
of the quote: “pioneers get arrows,
and settlers get land”. ONE Cannabis

W
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and Unity Rd. is the franchise that has
been taking arrows in this industry for
a decade, so they can now guide the
settlers. These years of experience in
running a business in an industry as
it developed, changed, and then
pivoted again and again, have led
to systems and processes for success
in running a profitable and
compliant dispensary.

LUCRATIVE INDUSTRY

ONE Cannabis entered the enticing
marijuana market driven by one
simple idea: imagine what a franchise
model could do in an industry where
a 37-store operation is considered
a giant. Imagine if we had systems
and processes for entrepreneurs to
enter more safely and take advantage
of the incredible and rarely matched
financial opportunity. Imagine
if a company had many years of
experience in franchise program
development and could translate
more than a decade of cannabis
systems for success.
There are many, many hurdles
to consider, for instance, cannabis
regulations vary by state and product
can’t cross state lines. Cannabis is
one of the most lucrative but complex
industries in the world. But, ONE
Cannabis’ unprecedented franchise
model breaks down the barrier to
entry, making the reality of cannabis
entrepreneurship greater to a broader
group. The company’s business model
is the first instance in which the risk
is mitigated to such a degree that

AT A GLANCE
ONE CANNABIS
Established:
2019
Number of franchised outlets: 5
Location of units: U.S.
Investment range: $1,000,000
Minimum required capital: $1,000,000
Contact: Justin Livingston,
justin@ocginc.com, 720-222-0500
ocginc.com

franchisee prospects realize it is
actually possible.
“Franchising in cannabis has
never been done before,” says Justin
Livingston, vice president of franchise
development, who has over a decade of
franchise experience and a reputation
for growing nationally recognized
brands. “We’re going about it the right
way; building our teams and franchise
system with the intention to be not
only the first but the best, and setting
the standards for those who will surely
follow. This industry is primed to
explode, and franchising will play a
major role in that.”
The company’s abilities stem from
the comprehensive pool of knowledge
it draws from the two previously
unmarried worlds of franchising and

THE SAFETY OF
A FRANCHISE

The company’s earliest franchisees said
they were able to see the opportunity
for what it was – a chance to leverage
someone else’s knowledge in order to
open their own dispensary doors with
confidence. ONE Cannabis franchisees
are guided through every step of the
process, from application and SOP
integration to tax navigation and
employee training. Since those first
franchisees, the company has expanded
its team to over 100 employees and has
a robust pipeline of eager entrepreneurs
wanting to enter the market with the
safety of a franchise.
The barrier to entry into the
cannabis market is perhaps the most
substantial of any market, driven by

the complexities of the laws and the
ever-changing rules that vary from
one market to the next. Compliance
guidelines rival the weapons and oil
industries and far surpass alcohol.
Longtime franchise veteran and ONE
Cannabis COO, Mike Weinberger,
says: “The level of complication on so
many aspects of this industry make
it one of the toughest businesses to
see true success. Franchising helps
navigate those complications; however,
no other industry in the world needs
help, knowledge, and support more
than cannabis. Our systems are set up
to keep people safe and we set them
up not only for success, but success
that can build generational wealth and
change family’s futures.”
The ability to join a franchise system
to open a cannabis dispensary is the
answer to making the industry more
accessible in its entirety. Instead of
navigating the complexities alone,
ambitious entrepreneurs can take
advantage of an experienced team and
years of success running compliant
and profitable businesses within the
cannabis space.
“At its core, good franchisors help
prospective entrepreneurs enter a
market they otherwise may not be
able to enter or set them up to be more
successful than if they had gone it

“As the nascent cannabis
industry inches into the
mainstream market, the
collective ears of global
entrepreneurs are
perking up”

Behind the Brand - ONE Cannabis

cannabis. A collection of industry pros
developed the robust ONE Cannabis
franchise system based on the history
of Hageseth, who has been active in
the Colorado legal cannabis industry
since its inception in 2009, when
he launched Denver’s Green Man
Cannabis. “You can only get this level
of understanding through experience,
which means a lot of trial and error,”
said Hageseth. “We want to help others
succeed by giving them the roadmap
we never had.”

alone,” says Livingston.
The benefits of franchising in
cannabis don’t just extend to new
entrepreneurs. The current cannabis
industry is primarily made up of small,
independent shops that don’t have the
bandwidth to truly realize their business
potential. Franchising allows existing
cannabis owners to benefit from ongoing
support across all areas of the business
so that they may focus on growing their
enterprise, rather than working in store.
“After a decade of operations in the
legal cannabis market, I’ve seen it all,”
says Hageseth. “Surviving the challenges
of the past has paved the way to systems
and processes that we can now translate
to a top-tier franchise program and help
usher in the next generation of cannapreneurs while building brand presence,
industry stability, and pioneering a safe
and consistent way forward for the
industry as a whole.”
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Behind the Brand - Smokes Poutinerie International

A smoking
success
Partner with Smoke’s Poutinerie franchise, and
along with a popular fast food business, you
get a license to entertain

moke’s Poutinerie is
the world’s largest and
original poutinerie!
Founded in 2009 by
chief entertainment officer, Ryan
Smolkin, Smoke’s Poutinerie offers
a unique menu focused exclusively
on Canada’s national iconic dish
– poutine. The brand is known
globally for its wow-sized portions of
fresh-cut fries, squeaky cheese curds
and piping hot gravy, and adds fresh
toppings to make over 30 variations
of its famous dish.

S

LUMBERJACK CHIC

Beyond poutine, the brand is known
for its eighties Canadiana culture,
signature lumberjack plaid, and
glam rock music. Smoke’s Poutinerie
is more than fries, curd & gravy.
It’s a brand, it’s an experience…
50
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it’s entertainment!
With a demographic
comprised primarily
of young-adults, Smoke’s
Poutinerie is highly
motivated by digital
entertainment.
Although the brand
is inspired by the
eighties, its presence
extends through online
engagement with fans and
keeps them coming back
for more. The franchise
owes its success to the
sheer power of the brand
– the product is awesome,
locations have a fun,
energetic atmosphere; this
business is nothin’ but a
good time.

GLOBAL DOMINATION!

You will find entertainment
infused into everything the
brand touches, including the
people behind the magic.
Smoke’s Poutinerie is looking
for franchisees who believe in
the brand, who want to be a part
of the family, and become an
integral part of sharing its unique
brand and culture with the world.
With 150-plus locations across
North America and international
expansion into the Middle
East, Europe and the U.K., the
brand is on course for global
domination. Be the next rockstar
to jump on the Smoke’s Poutinerie
gravy train and apply for a
franchise today.

AT A GLANCE
SMOKE’S
POUTINERIE
INTERNATIONAL
Established:
2008
Number of franchised outlets:
150+ international sales of over 50
units so far
Location of units:
Canada, U.S.A., Qatar (SOLD – Opening
Soon), Hungary (SOLD – Opening Soon),
Austria (SOLD), Czech Republic (SOLD).
Heavy interest in UAE, Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia, Kuwait, India and throughout
Europe and the United Kingdom
Investment range:
$200-$400 U.S. per unit, but all
international deals are Multi-Unit/AreaDevelopment deals with minimum five
unit territories.
Minimum required capital:
$400 U.S. per unit, but all international
deals are multi-unit/area development deals
with minimum five unit territories, so $1M
required to secure multi-unit territories.
Contact:
Mark Cunningham, global dominator
mark@smokespoutinerie.com
Cell: # 416.358.2780
Ryan Smolkin, chief entertainment officer
ryan@smokespoutinerie.com
smokespoutinerie.com

“Be the next
rockstar to jump
on the Smoke’s
Poutinerie
gravy train”

F E AT U R E

PLATINUM CLUB
Meet the sports stars, musicians, and celebrity
investors of U.S. franchising

F

MUSIC ICONS
JIMMY BUFFETT:
KRISPY KREME
Known for:
Lengthy
career in the
music industry,
and Margaritaville Cafe
restaurant chain
A strong proponent for the
‘island getaway’ lifestyle,
musician Jimmy Buffett
is also no stranger to the
food and beverage industry.
Founding the Margaritaville
Cafe in 1977, Buffett then
went on to open his own
Krispy Kreme franchise
location in Florida, at the
turn of the Century.
In 2002, his investment
became more significant,
when the parent company,
Buffett, and other franchisees
combined their operations
to create the South Florida
Partnership; an agreement
that governs all Krispy
Kreme growth in the area.
Image ©Kathy Hutchins
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ranchises are no
stranger to celebrity
endorsement, with
everything from fastcasual restaurants to vegetarian
schools being backed by some
of America’s most well-known
figures. Perhaps it's the desire to
diversify a portfolio, or maybe
their cause is altogether altruistic.
Regardless of why celebrities
jump into the franchising game,
there’s certainly a whole heap
of them doing so. Over the next
few pages, we’ll highlight some
of the biggest names joining
entrepreneurs in launching new
concepts, or providing star status
to existing brands.

RICK ROSS:
WING STOP
Known for: Multiple
Grammy Award
nominated rap artist
At the height of a successful
rap career, William Leonard Roberts
II, more commonly known as Rick
Ross, decided to diversify his rapidly
increasing earnings. This led to his
2010 partnership with popular chicken
wing franchise Wing Stop, when
Ross franchised his first restaurant in
Memphis, Tennessee.
Since that original location, Ross has
gone on to open more than 25 Wing
Stop restaurants across the U.S. –
with five of those being in Memphis.
“The business just grew. It really
grew,” said Ross, speaking with Forbes.
“The community really came out,
supported it, and showed us a lot
of love.”
Image ©s_bukley
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H O L LY W O O D E L I T E S
CAMERON DIAZ:
MODERN ACUPUNCTURE
Known for: Charlie’s Angels,
There’s Something About Mary,
The Mask

MARK WAHLBERG:
F45 TRAINING
Known for: The Departed, Boogie
Nights, The Fighter
Mark Wahlberg is often seen playing a fasttalking, no-nonsense tough guy. Whether he’s
an ex-assassin in Shooter, or questionable
bodybuilder in Pain & Gain, Wahlberg’s
physical image is typically a large part of his
characterization.
It’s no surprise, then, that the rapper turned
actor jumped into the fitness franchising scene
earlier this year, with a huge investment in
F45 Training (valued at roughly $450m). The
Australian gym franchise concept, now with over
1,500 locations across 50 countries, had been
looking for a celebrity partner for a while – and
saw Wahlberg as a natural fit.
The Wahlberg family themselves are also
deeply involved with the franchising world, on
account of their popular Wahlburgers restaurant
franchise, founded by Mark and his brothers,
Donnie and Paul. Wahlburgers recently continued
its international expansion with a new London
location being opened earlier this year.
Image ©Kathy Hutchins

Multiple Golden Globe Award nominee,
political activist, and (now) a proponent for
the franchising model, Cameron Diaz has had
a lengthy and dynamic career both inside the
Hollywood bubble, and out.
News of her involvement with franchising
came when Strand Equity founder Seth Rodsky
announced he had bought a stake in the upand-coming beauty franchise concept, Modern
Acupuncture, and was keen to bring Diaz in on
the deal.
Launched in 2016, Modern Acupuncture offers
memberships that “encourage patients to include
acupuncture in their regular health, beauty, and
wellness routines”, according to the brand. Diaz
released a book about aging that same year – The
Longevity Book: The Science of Aging, the Biology
of Strength, and the Privilege of Time – so she’s
more than familiar with embracing a natural
approach to physical wellbeing.
Image ©DFree

SAMUEL L. JACKSON:
DAVE’S HOT CHICKEN
Known for: Pulp Fiction, Snakes on a
Plane, Jackie Brown
The highest-grossing actor of all time, Samuel
L. Jackson has a cinematic portfolio to rival most.
Rising to prominence in the early nineties, Jackson
has since been a part of almost every revered film franchise.
It seems the iconic actor is also keen to bolster his business
acumen, as he’s one of several high-profile investors in Dave’s
Hot Chicken; a burgeoning fast-casual chicken franchise
that started as a parking lot pop-up in 2017, before garnering
considerable interest from the investment group that
expanded the footprint of Wetzel’s Pretzels and Blaze Pizza.
The brand’s second location – and its first franchised
outlet – opened in September 2019, and is owned by the
concept’s four original founders.
Image ©DFree

JAMES CAMERON:
MUSE GLOBAL
Founded in 2004 by Cameron’s wife Suzy
Amis Cameron and her sister, Rebecca
Amis, MUSE offers a sustainability-focused
education based on eco-friendly values and
James Cameron’s cinematic offerings
have always made unbelievable waves in exceptional teaching.
Jeff King, CEO of the franchise, said:
Hollywood – with Titanic grossing $2.2bn
in theatres, and Avatar topping even that with “James has been a supporter of his wife, of the
philosophy of the school, and is a big supporter
$2.8bn – and now the legendary director has
turned his hand to education franchising, with of our sustainability pillar.”
Image ©Vladimir Yazev
the innovative MUSE Global.
Known for: Titantic,
The Terminator, Avatar
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S P O R T I N G S TA R S

SHAQUILLE O’NEAL:
VARIOUS
Known for: Considered one of the
greatest NBA players of all time

VENUS WILLIAMS:
JAMBA JUICE
Known for: Winning four Olympic Gold Medals
Making her professional tennis debut in 1994 aged
just 14, Venus Williams has had a lifetime in the
spotlight. Along with her sister Serena, she is said
to have ushered in a new era of women’s tennis,
and has always sought only the very best.
And to be the best, you need to keep your body
in peak condition; something Williams took
into account when partnering with specialty
food and beverage franchise, Jamba Juice. As of
2014, Williams owns five Jamba Juice franchises
throughout the D.C. area.
“I share Jamba’s mission to inspire and simplify
healthy living, and promote an active, healthy
lifestyle,” said Williams, at the opening of her
fourth location.
Image ©Jimmie48 Photography

An estimated 60 per cent of former NBA
players end up broke following their retirement,
according to insiders from the sport and numerous
financial advisers. This is far from the case for
basketball icon Shaquille O’Neal, who since retiring in
2011, now earns even more from his investments than
the $30m salary he was on while playing in the NBA.
At one stage, Shaq reportedly owned 115 Five Guys
Burgers and Fries restaurants, which was equivalent to
10 per cent of the company’s entire franchise portfolio.
He also recently joined the board of directors at popular
pizza franchise Papa John’s, and is set to invest in nine
locations near Atlanta.
These investments are on top of the already 40 24
Hour Fitness franchises he owns, as well as 17 Auntie
Anne’s Pretzels restaurants. It’s almost like Shaq is
holding up the franchising industry single-handedly,
on his towering seven-foot tall shoulders.
Image ©Ron Adar

GARY BRACKETT:
STACKED PICKLE
Known for: Former
NFL linebacker for
Indianapolis Colts,
winners of Super Bowl XLI
Since his retirement from
football in 2012, defensive
captain and Super Bowl
Champion Gary Brackett has
transitioned into a successful
franchisor, helming the
growth of sports bar brand,
Stacked Pickle.
“I held back a few years
because I wanted to make
sure everything was ironed
out,” said Bracket, of Stacked
Pickle’s gradual national
launch. “I wanted to be sure
that we were going above and
beyond for our franchisees.”
In the years since, Brackett
has gone on to own 10
corporate locations, and has
four franchises, with the most
recent location being built at
Indianapolis airport.
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Could you
partner a
leading global
powerbrand?
This commercial cleaning franchisor is celebrating a half
century of success – and it’s still growing
ith more than 130
support offices in 10
countries, no other
commercial cleaning
franchisor has matched the reach
of Jani-King’s top-rated franchise
program. Since 1969, Jani-King
has developed territories and
built its reputation for delivering
results to customers through its
owner-operator concept. Now,
the company is making
a handful of
its established
corporate-owned
territories

W
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available to investors, while
also offering exclusive rights to
new territories.
“This is an exciting time of
expansion for Jani-King’s master
franchise program ,” said Sean
Ayres, executive vice president,
Jani-King Franchising, Inc. “We
have revenue-generating offices
already in place in several cities and
countries, and we are looking for
entrepreneurs who want to either
take over those established markets
or open new territories altogether.”
With 87 domestic support offices,
Jani-King franchisees across the

AT A GLANCE
JANI-KING
INTERNATIONAL
Established:
1969
Number of franchised outlets:
8,000
Location of units:
Global
Investment range:
Varies depending on plan
Minimum required capital:
Varies depending on plan
Contact:
sayres@janiking.com
1-800-JaniKing
janiking.com

U.S. are doing business in nearly
every major and mid-market
metropolitan area. Internationally,
Jani-King master franchise owners
have operations in 14 Canadian
territories as well as Mexico.
Jani-King’s global master franchise
program also expands into eight
cities in Australia and four in New
Zealand. In Brazil, Jani-King’s
operations in Sao Paolo and Rio
de Janeiro are among the top
performing in the entire JaniKing portfolio. Other established,
revenue-generating international
markets include Great Britain,
Belgium and Bahrain.

CORPORATE SUPPORT

In a growing franchise field,
Jani-King continues to stand
out as the leader through its
corporate support and network
of experienced franchisees. But
that doesn’t mean you
need commercial cleaning
experience to join
Jani-King’s ranks.
The master franchise
opportunity is an
extensive business
opportunity.
Our master
franchisees
open regional
offices and
support their
unit franchisees
by providing
administrative
assistance,
operations,
sales and
general business
development.

Behind the Brand - Jani-King

Master franchisees should be
excited to help their franchisees
grow their business and have a
support system in place to see that
they provide the best opportunities
to their franchisees.
Master franchisees are
themselves supported by JaniKing’s global headquarters in
Addison, Texas. In addition to
the corporate office, Jani-King’s
own network of master franchises
provides an ancillary level of
support and guidance. Jani-King
master franchisees share a common
goal of delivering results; it’s
often the case that new customer
accounts are obtained either
through region-to-region referrals
or Jani-King’s corporate national
accounts program. It’s also common
for new unit franchisees to be
referred from one region to another
when friends or family members of
current franchisees are looking for a
business opportunity.
Take a quick look at just a few of
the benefits enjoyed by Jani-King
master franchisees:

MASTER FRANCHISEES
RECEIVE:

• Exclusive rights to Jani-King’s
brand in a designated territory
or country
• Exclusive rights to sell JaniKing’s highly-rated unit franchise
opportunity in your market
• Training at international and U.S.
based regional support offices
• Policy and procedure manuals

and advice that has been tested
and proven to be successful
over decades
• Marketing, operations and
administrative support from the
international headquarters
• Access to a network of more than
30 current Master Franchise
Owners, both U.S. and abroad
• The resources, expertise and
reputation of a company that
is known around the world
for quality commercial
cleaning services

CUSTOMER
ACCOUNTS INCLUDE:

• Office buildings; individual
and complexes
• Multi-location businesses such
as restaurants, medical clinics,
financial institutions and more
• Sporting venues such as
American football, baseball,
basketball and hockey stadiums
• International events such as
World Cup Soccer (FIFA
World Cup, Brazil), Olympics
(Rio 2016)
• Medical facilities. Jani-King
has a customized program that
adheres to the highly regulated
healthcare industry in the
U.S. The system has been used
and adapted to many other local
regulations (Canada, Australia,
Bahrain, etc)
• Hotels, resorts and casinos.
Jani-King’s hospitality
industry program is leading
the field in the outsourced and

“We are looking for
entrepreneurs who want
to take over established
markets or open new
territories altogether”
supplemental housekeeping
markets. Franchisees help
ensure the highest level of
competence and performance
in regular hotel properties as
well as high-end luxury hotels
and vacation resorts
• Universities and educational
facilities. Jani-King’s program
for educational facilities
promotes cleaning for health so
that students and staff remain
in the classroom
• Manufacturing and
industrial complexes
• Government buildings
The commercial cleaning industry
offers an ideal franchise opportunity.
Recurring revenue from cleaning all
types of commercial buildings has
proven to be a winning concept
for entrepreneurs around the
world. This is your exclusive
opportunity to discover what is
possible when you invest as a
master franchise owner.
Call Jani-King today for a
complete list of available territories
and discover the opportunities
that await you.
GLOBALFRANCHISEMAGAZINE.COM
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How doing
one thing well
brought success
Wayback Burgers – a fast-casual franchise concept
specializing in burgers and shakes – is expanding its
international franchise operations
ome people stare at
a menu and act as if
they’re choosing their
last meal. Which is
understandable. Some restaurants
serve a little bit of everything, and it
all looks so good. How can anyone
make up their mind? Investing in
a franchise can feel the same way.
There are so many. How can anyone
know what to choose?
That’s why, at Wayback Burgers,
there has been a guiding philosophy
in the kitchen from the moment
the restaurant was founded in 1991.
Don’t be all things to all people.
Specialize in one thing that virtually
everyone enjoys and agrees upon:
the burger experience. Do that,
and the public and business owners
and investors will come.
The concept has always been that
when you sit down for a Wayback

S

Burgers meal, you should feel as
if you’re going way back. Wayback
Burgers captures that era when
food didn’t taste like it was mass
produced. The burgers were thick
and juicy, the fries delicious and the
milkshakes hand-dipped. There’s
an old-fashioned flavor that will
never go out of style that Wayback
Burgers provides.
That isn’t hyperbole served
with a side of hubris. The
Wayback Burgers franchise has
seen incredible growth over the
last decade. In 2008, when John
Eucalitto, CEO, and Bill Chemero,
CDO, joined the company, there
were 10 Wayback Burgers in the
United States. Now there are
166 locations across the globe, in
countries as diverse as Pakistan
and the Netherlands, and 515
commitments to add more brick
and mortar establishments.
How has the company done it?
Chemero shares some of the
company’s secrets.

IT STARTS WITH PEOPLE

You thought we were going to say
that it starts with the food, didn’t
you? Well, maybe we should have.
No brand attracts repeat customers
or word-of-mouth referrals with
a substandard product. Wayback
Burgers’ global popularity has been
by the fact that the hamburger
is beloved in America, and
internationally. The burger is seen
as an iconic, delectable American
56
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AT A GLANCE
WAYBACK
BURGERS
Established:
1991
Number of franchised restaurants
opened worldwide:
166
Number of countries/provinces sold
international:
38
Investment range to open a restaurant
in the USA:
$350,000-$450,000 US
International master franchises fees:
Determined by size of the country
Contact:
bchemero@waybackburgers.com
011-203-649-3392
waybackburgers.com/franchising

treat. That’s surely helped fuel
Wayback Burgers growth.
But Chemero says that the
company wouldn’t be anywhere
if it wasn’t for the people with
whom they choose to partner. For
instance, outside of the United
States, instead of selling to
individual franchisees, the company
sells to master franchisees who then
look for single store and multi store
franchisees in each country. The
master franchisee works with new
franchisees to build restaurants
in their territory, which means
that ambitious master franchisees
have a lot of bandwidth to create
their own mini-Wayback Burger
empires. Because of that power and
responsibility, Chemero says that
the company has implemented a
very thorough process that helps
ensure each master franchisee
is positioned to thrive as an
international brand ambassador.

LISTEN TO YOUR GUESTS,
YOUR TEAM MEMBERS,
AND YOUR FRANCHISEES

Everybody says that; not everybody
does that. “You know you’re a
success when you see the same
faces coming into your restaurant,”
Chemero says, of the guests. “We
often have repeat guests showing up
two to three times a week. They’re
telling us how great the food is.
They like the ambiance, and the
customer service.”
But Chemero says that it’s just as

Behind the Brand - Wayback Burgers

“Wayback
Burgers captures
that era when
food didn’t taste
like it was mass
produced”
about the veto vote,” he explains.
“You’ve got four guys in a car.
Three of them want burgers, and
the fourth says, ‘No, I’d like salad…
or chicken…” Wayback Burgers
doesn’t offer everything possible
on a menu. There is no Wayback
pizza. But it does have chicken
sandwiches, fish, salads… It’s
at least protected from the veto
vote torpedoing group outings to
Wayback Burgers.”

TRAINING – AND
ATTENTION IS
IMPERATIVE
important for corporate to listen
to the people who really make
the business work – its master
franchisees, single and multi-unit
franchisees and the team members
that work in our restaurants.
Wayback Burgers’ success has
always been a group effort and
always will be.

A COMPETITIVE
PRICE MATTERS

“It’s all about the product, the
service and your price points,”
Chemero says. Because the total
investment is relatively low for a
fast-casual restaurant, Wayback
Burgers can generally charge a buck
or two less than its competitors. “If
you’re getting really good food for a
buck or two less than what you’d get
elsewhere, you’re going to go there,”
Chemero says.

THE SIMPLE MENU MAKES
THE BUSINESS MORE
EFFICIENT
It isn’t only that inventory
management is simpler with a
mostly burger menu, the items on
the menu are simple to prepare. “We
have a lot of minimum-wage team

members,” Chemero says. “High
school students, college kids, senior
citizens. Our menu is easy to execute,
and yet it’s a diverse one.”
At the same time, Chemero says
that the menu does have items
other than burgers – as it must.
“You always want to be thinking

People who qualify to be a master
franchisee are invited to the
corporate office for an international
discovery day to learn more about
the master franchise opportunity.
They will also be taken to a nearby
Wayback Burgers for lunch, where
they can enjoy the food but also
be given a behind-the-scenes tour
of the restaurant. Prospective
master franchisees also have
in-depth, personal time with the
executive leadership and meet the
entire Wayback Burgers corporate
team. Those who become master
franchisees receive intensive
training and will work closely
with the executive team to
ensure their own restaurants,
and their franchisees’ restaurants,
are a success.
And in the end, that’s what
makes choosing a franchise
easy, or at least a little easier.
You want to look at your menu
of options and know that the
product and service is strong
but so are the relationships
between master franchisees and
Wayback corporate. Because in the
restaurant franchise business, if
corporate has your back, you can
focus on filling customer stomachs!
GLOBALFRANCHISEMAGAZINE.COM
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Achieve
controlled
success with
Orkin
Approaches from prospective partners are
welcomed by Orkin, the international leader
in pest management services
rkin is the world leader
in pest management
services and currently
operates over 500
company-owned branch offices
and over 100 franchises in North
America, Central America, South
America, Europe, the Middle East,
Africa, Australia, and Asia. The
Orkin brand is now represented
in over 57 countries worldwide.
Orkin is owned by parent company
Rollins, Inc. (NYSE:ROL), which
is the largest pest management
company in the world with annual
revenues of $1.7bn.

O
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The multi-billion dollar pest
management service industry is
growing and is being driven, in
part, by the continual rise in global
health standards and the ever more
rigorous food safety standards.
Pest management is on the front
lines of helping protect the public
health, property, and the food
supply. Commercial and residential
customers alike are looking for pestfree environments in which to live
and operate their businesses. Orkin
delivers the high quality services
they expect and which are required
for their business and living areas.

AT A GLANCE
ORKIN PEST
CONTROL
Established:
1901
Number of franchised outlets:
Over 600 company owned units and 200+
franchises (84 global Orkin franchises)
Location of units:
North America, South America, Europe,
Africa, Asia, Central America and
The Middle East
Investment range:
$125,000 - $175,000
Minimum required capital:
$125,000
Contact:
Tom Luczynski, president – Orkin Global
Development & Franchising
tluczyns@rollins.com
+1-404-888-2360
orkin.com

Our approach to commercial
pest management is based on
science and we focus our attention
on the food and beverage industry,
the hospitality industry, healthcare,
food retail, restaurants, retailing,
and warehousing. Other business
segments are also very interested
in our services to help provide a
pest-free environment.

RECURRING REVENUES

Recurring revenues, essential
services, low capital investment,
and attractive profitability all
make the Orkin franchise business
a dynamic opportunity for your
local marketplace.
As an Orkin franchisee, you will
receive the award-winning Orkin
training, customized to your specific
needs. You will also receive the
Orkin franchise operations manual,
technical manuals, training videos,
customer scopes of service, sales and
marketing materials, commercial
pricing configurations, best
practices, and much more. These
proven methods and operating
guidelines have helped make Orkin
the global success it is today, and
the leader in the pest management
industry. You can also benefit from
existing customer and supplier
relations established by Orkin.
The Orkin global training center
is located in Atlanta, Georgia in the
U.S.A. This large facility replicates
the various types of customers you
may have and produces award-

“Recurring revenues, essential services, low
capital investment, and attractive profitability
all make the Orkin franchise business a dynamic
opportunity for your local marketplace”

and their operations. We protect
their brands from the harmful
effects of pests.
Orkin is looking for business
professionals to partner with
the world leader, and one of the
most recognized names in pest
management, via our Orkin
franchise program. This is an
opportunity for you to bring worldclass pest management services
to your market. Our current
franchisees include individual
business owners, partnerships, and
large companies looking to add this
lucrative service business to their
business portfolio.
If you are already in the pest
management business, we also
have a special program for you to

SATISFIED FRANCHISEES SAY:
Orkin’s franchisee in
Costa Rica, Luis Elizondo,
comments: “Our relationship
with Orkin has allowed us to
benefit from the company’s
vast technical expertise and
other resources to earn our
customers’ confidence and
loyalty. Our franchise partners
at Orkin have always made
themselves accessible to us
and our clients. As an Orkin
franchisee, you have access to
the world’s best!”

With an operating network of
hundreds of branch operations,
Orkin has developed best
practices and operating
benchmarks for all to use to
better run their business.
Orkin’s franchisee in Ireland,
Donal Butterly, comments:
“The pest management
business operations analysis
tools provided by Orkin help
me with my local business
decisions and help improve my
overall growth and profitability.”

Behind the Brand - Orkin
Xxxxxxxxxxx

winning training for you to use live,
or on video. The center includes a
commercial kitchen, hotel room,
hospital room, grocery store,
warehouse, restaurant, bakery, and
much more to ensure our training
is the most effective with your
current and future employees. The
center also produces live training
that is broadcast around the world
to our company-owned operations
and global franchises so they can
all benefit from this unique facility
and have the best-trained staff in
the markets. In addition to North
America, our company-owned
operations in the United Kingdom,
Australia, and Singapore also serve
as additional support centers for
our global partners.
In-country support visits, by
Orkin’s technical services group
and business development experts,
help our global franchisees with
new sales growth and also service
excellence. In addition, regional
group franchise conferences are
held on a regular basis throughout
the world to share best practices,
common customers, and to provide
additional sales and technical
training. We operate a continuous
improvement philosophy. These
group meetings, sponsored by
Orkin, have been held in places
such as Cyprus, United Arab
Emirates, China, Panama, Mexico,
and Costa Rica, to name a few.
We believe that the Orkin brand
helps attract the best customers
in each market. They demand
the high quality services that
Orkin provides. These customers
value the knowledge, expertise,
professionalism, and working
partnership Orkin brings to them

convert your existing business to an
Orkin franchise. This enables you to
operate under the Orkin brand and
benefit from all of the value added
programs noted above.
Please visit our company website
at orkin.com for more information
about Orkin.

FRANCHISE TRAINING

The steps to owning an Orkin
franchise begin with the franchise
application and direct contact.
This is then followed by the
business plan and financial plan.
This allows us to best support
your vision of the business. Once
the paperwork is completed and
the contract is signed, we then
schedule your initial franchise
training (three weeks) and also
schedule the in-country follow up
training by one of our technical
experts. We will assist you from
start to finish!
If you would like to know
more about the Orkin franchise
opportunity for your area, and
get a franchise application,
please contact: Tom Luczynski,
president, Orkin global
development and franchising
at tluczyns@rollins.com, or call
Tom on +1-404-888-2360 or
+1-404-725-1536.
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The untapped “sweet spot”:
veterans in franchising
Over 550 companies have joined the VetFran network, but Radim Dragomaca
wants more franchisors to enlist in America’s leading reintegration program
WO R D S BY K I E R A N M C LO O N E

here’s one thing in
franchising that
really hits the sweet spot:
a franchisee executes
a standard operating procedure for
success,” says Radim Dragomaca,
director of the VetFran program at the
International Franchise Association
(IFA). “This is exactly what you learn to
do in the military.”
Dragomaca’s passion for getting
veterans into the franchising world
is immediately apparent, but the
program began many years before
his involvement. Founded in 1991

T

“There are some
things universal to the
veteran skillset that
apply to franchising”
by Don Dwyer Sr., chairman of
the Dwyer Group (now the Global
Franchise Award-winning Neighborly),
VetFran was originally created to help
reintegrate veterans of the Gulf War
back into the civilian ecosystem. As
Dragomaca explains: “He [Dwyer]
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thought, ‘veterans would be great in
franchising, but there are no resources
for them, no outreach for them, and
no acknowledgment of the service
that they made to their country’.
Oftentimes, as part of that service,
they forewent the kind of money that
they could have made in the private
sector.” VetFran filled this support
void by enabling veterans to start
working for themselves.
But the VetFran message is also
one of education. Veterans, like many
newcomers to the franchising industry,
may be unaware of what’s on offer:
“What they might not realize is that
running a haircutting franchise, for
example, doesn’t require them to be an
expert in haircuts; it’s not them in the
store, cutting hair,” says Dragomaca.
“You just need to have the mindset,
entrepreneurial spirit, and business
basics down – some veterans aren’t

thinking about that. So my job is to go
around the country and educate them
on the opportunities available.”

Semper Fi

Since its conception, VetFran has
grown into a detailed network
of brands broadening the career
prospects of veterans returning
from overseas deployment. Member
franchises must offer discounts for
veterans, which can vary from a
percentage reduction to a complete
forgoing of the fee.
“In addition to discounts,” explains
Dragomaca, “there are quality criteria
that the companies have to meet, that
go above and beyond what the IFA
itself requires. These scale up as you
go to the higher tiers of membership,
but essentially these include the
number of years in business, number
of units open, and at higher levels,

things like the continuity rate of your
units; franchises require a continuity
rate of 80 per cent or higher, for
top-tier membership.”
The tiered star system that VetFran
incorporates into its membership
structure allows veterans to make
educated decisions about which
brands they want to go into business
with. Franchises will either be rated
one, three, or five stars, depending on
an assortment of ranking criteria.
“The IFA finds through its research
that a number of companies don’t
necessarily survive past three to five
years, or buy back their units and
abandon the franchise model,” says
Dragomaca. For veterans joining
a franchised business, the process
of having everything stripped away
because a brand doesn’t succeed
could leave them feeling dejected.
With the star system, rather than
an IFA membership and a standard
buy-in being the only criteria to join
VetFran, veterans can trust their
investment. But there’s always room
for improvement: “I’m sure there’s a
way to improve the criteria so we can
identify the absolute gems – that we
know even a year or two in are going
to succeed – but until we figure out
how to do that, the star system is the
safest and most logical way to scale
up tiers.”

Enduring appeal

But why specifically target veterans?
As Dragomaca states: “there are
some things universal to the veteran
skillset that apply to franchising, such
as leadership, tenacity, hard work,
dedication, and mission-orientation.”
Veterans have a focused mindset
that makes them perfect for the
system-execution methodology
which franchisors are looking for.
“When you become a franchisee, you
take over a concept and the methods
of operating that concept. We find that
it’s a natural fit.”
And veteran hiring has been on the
up: according to the Society for Human
Resources Management Foundation
(SHRM), around 11m U.S. veterans
are a part of the civilian workforce; a
number expected to rise by another one
million by 2020. Notably, 14 per cent
of franchisees in America are veterans.
While impressive, this number is only
set to climb even higher: “Each one

of the individuals in that 14 per cent is
a hidden amplifier for veteran hiring,”
says Dragomaca. “They tend to gravitate
towards the people who have the
same kind of life experience that they
do. We call it a ‘hidden engine’ for
veteran hiring.”

Looking ahead

This hidden engine is a big part of
VetFran’s plans for the future. “VetFran
was always focused on the veteran
before they became a franchisee, and
the veteran as they become one,” says
Dragomaca. “Once they become a
franchisee, they disappear from the
VetFran orbit. Poof, success story.
Nothing else to see here, folks.”
But this is set to change, as
VetFran will soon launch brand-new
opportunities for veteran entrepreneurs
to connect with their peers and
maximize their potential. Franchisee
maps, exclusive events, and targeted
op-eds are just a handful of the offerings
VetFran is keen to present to veterans
who want to become a more active part
of the program’s vast network.
Veterans aren’t the only ones
benefiting from VetFran’s growth
plans, however. An upcoming military
caregiver initiative will support the
spouses of veterans, often affected
just as deeply by the need for civilian
reintegration. Dragomaca, dissatisfied
by responding to queries from spouses
with an explanation of the standard
VetFran offerings, looked into what
more the program could offer. This led
to a conversation with the Elizabeth
Dole Foundation; an organization

empowering military families.
“There’s going to be a new initiative that
focuses on employment, mentoring, and
resource-sharing for military caregivers,”
says Dragomaca. “There are about 5.5m
military caregivers in the U.S. They’re not
always spouses, but they often are; caring
for a wounded or disabled veteran – and
we want to help them. We’ve put together
a coalition of 18 homecare companies,
and it’s a natural match between these
two communities: one is a chronically
underemployed group, and the other is a
wonderful, growing sector that has come
together and said: ‘we want to help them’.”

From left to right:
Radim Dragomaca
& Matt Wiggins,
VetFran, and Robert
Cresanti, IFA
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Already a proven success in the Americas, Fibrenew
furniture restoration is looking for dynamic partners
to take its service to the world
re you an entrepreneur
who is ready to
join a ground-floor
opportunity? If you are
looking for a business concept that
can’t be outsourced or replaced by
machines, with rock-solid support,
marketing and technology systems,
an exceptional product line and a
niche service that’s in-demand across
multiple markets, Fibrenew may be
a great fit!  
With over 30 years of development
and growth to 250-plus locations
in Canada, U.S.A., Mexico, Chile,
New Zealand, and Australia, it’s now
time for Fibrenew to open in other
corners of the world.

A

IT’S NOT REUPHOLSTERY.
IT’S FIBRENEW
Have you ever noticed a damaged
leather sofa, ripped car seat, torn
medical bed or cracked restaurant
seat and wondered; can that be
fixed? The answer is yes, and that’s
what Fibrenew does. We restore
damaged leather, plastic, and vinyl
wherever it is found. Whether on
furniture in homes or offices, in
car/boat/plane interiors, hotels,

Established:
1985
Number of franchised outlets:
253
Location of units:
USA, Canada, Mexico, New Zealand,
Australia
Investment range:
£47,000 - £57,000

Behind the Brand - Fibrenew International

The global
franchise that
restores success

AT A GLANCE
FIBRENEW
INTERNATIONAL

Minimum required capital:
£20,000
Contact:
Jesse Johnstone: +44.800.808.5642
fibrenew.co.uk

restaurants, pubs or medical
facilities, individuals and businesses
turn to us to help save them money
over the cost of replacing their
damaged items.

SIMPLE AND EFFICIENT
OPERATION

With low monthly overheads, few or
no employees to manage and a flat
rate royalty system, our concept is
ideal for individuals who are wanting
to be in business for themselves
but not by themselves. You’ll be an
independent business owner but
with the backing of a proven system
and team that has decades worth of
experience and knowledge. We’re
always here to help.

INVESTMENT DETAILS:

We are offering a limited-time deal on
the first franchisees to join us in any
new country outside of U.S.A., Canada,
Mexico, New Zealand and Australia
(where we’re already established)  
• Franchise investment in the
U.S. is $79,000
• The first three franchisees in a
new country will be placed at a
significantly lower amount!
• Ask us about investment details
for an exclusive territory,
products, software, training
and much more  

WHAT’S INCLUDED?

As part of the start-up
package, you’ll receive:
• Exclusive territory with a
mix of residential and
commercial opportunities
• Two weeks of hands-on
training in Calgary, Canada

• Six months of field training
coaching (as you start to build
your business)
• All proprietary products needed to
get the business started
• Custom made colour matching
technology (reader and software)
• iPad loaded with all software
needed to operate the business
• Print marketing materials and
trade show supplies
• On-going, on-demand
support - as much as you need!
• Training manuals, instructional
videos, full documentation
• Honesty and integrity from the
Fibrenew Support team, always.

IS IT RIGHT FOR YOU?

We are looking for individuals with
energy and passion for building
a successful business, who have a
self-starter attitude but are also
trainable and coachable. We’ll
teach you the rest.  
If this opportunity excites you, or
you are curious to learn more, we
would welcome the chance to talk
with you. We invite you to visit our
website, check us out on social or
give us a call.
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How the California
Consumer Privacy Act will
affect your franchise
The CCPA may require franchisors to add new policies, systems, and
processes to comply with the new law. Here's what you need to know
WO R D S BY M I C H A E L C O H E N

ow much do you know
about the personal data
you collect on your
franchisees, customers,
and employees? What security systems
and processes do you use to protect
against data breaches? If you do not
know the answers to these questions,
you better pay closer attention to
what data you collect and how
it is used in your franchise.
You probably just got used to
the European data privacy law known
as the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) and thought
your data privacy concerns were

H

THE AUTHOR
Michael Cohen is a
principal and privacy
officer at the Gray
Plant Mooty law firm.
Find out more at
gpmlaw.com
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limited to European customers. Sorry,
but enhanced data privacy rights
have crossed the pond and are now
extended to California residents.
The groundbreaking California
Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) –
effective January 1, 2020 – may
require franchisors, franchisees, and
their service providers to add
new policies, systems, and
processes to comply with the
new law.
GDPR and CCPA do not
care where your corporate
office is located. They apply
to and cover the individual,
and are based on the state
or country where the
individual resides when

the personal data is collected. Failure
to comply with the new CCPA could
expose you to significant monetary
damages. No longer are your risks
limited to a potential enforcement
action by a state attorney
general’s office, the

Federal Trade Commission (FTC), or
other government regulator. Now you
can face a multi-million dollar class
action lawsuit based upon the CCPA
private right of action.

Does the CCPA apply to
your franchise?

Franchisors that access personal
information from their franchisees’
point of sale systems must consider how
the CCPA regulates the relationship
between the franchisor and their
franchisee’s customers.
The CCPA applies to any business
that collects personal information from
California residents and has at least one
of the following:
• Annual gross revenues of $25
million or more
• Buys, receives, sells, or shares
the personal information of at
least 50,000 California residents,
households, or devices annually
• Derives a minimum of 50 per
cent of its annual revenue from
selling California residents’
personal information
The broad definition of a covered
entity in the CCPA may be used to
cover an entire franchise system, if

either the franchisor or franchisee
meets the definition of a “business.”

New private right
of action

While much attention has been
given to the new rights afforded to
California consumers, to have more
access and control over use of their
personal data, the greatest risk to a
business is the new private right of
action — with substantial statutory
damages — for data breaches.
Consumers can now sue a company
when their “non-encrypted or nonredacted personal information... is
subject to an unauthorized access and
ex-filtration, theft, or disclosure as
a result of the business’s violation of
the duty to implement and maintain
reasonable security procedures and
practices appropriate to the nature
of the information.”
Plaintiffs’ lawyers and their
consumer clients who are the victims
of a data breach can now seek statutory
damages of between $100 and $750
per consumer per incident, actual
damages, and injunctive relief.
There is no need to demonstrate actual
harm to the consumer.
If a large number of records holding
personal information are breached,
the potential financial exposure will
be enormous. For example, a breach
involving 50,000 residents could result
in a $37.5m claim.
The CCPA private right of action is
fortunately limited

(as of now) to data breaches. Any other
noncompliance with the CCPA may
subject a business to enforcement
actions by the California Attorney
General with civil penalties of
up to $7,500 per violation.

FIVE THINGS TO CONSIDER:
DATA MAPPING
Under the CCPA, consumers will have the right
to request that you disclose what personal
information you collect and for what purposes,
and (with some exceptions) request that you
delete any such personal information.
Perform data mapping as necessary to
inventory the personal information collected
on California residents, households, and
devices. For what purposes is such data
collected, who is it shared with, and where is it
stored. Now is a good opportunity to minimize
the personal data you collect. You cannot lose
what you do not have.
EVALUATE BUSINESS PROCESSES
New business processes and system changes
may be necessary to respond to and handle
data access and deletion requests from
California residents as well as any requests
to opt out of data monetization. You must
be prepared to disclose and deliver the
required information to a consumer making
such request free of charge within 45 days of
receiving a verifiable request.
UPDATE PRIVACY POLICIES
Privacy policies and notices may need updates
with new disclosures regarding consumer
rights to data access and deletion. Consumers
must be notified of and be able to opt out
of the sale of their personal information,
including use of a 'DO NOT SELL' choice on
your organization’s website. Privacy notices
must indicate the categories of personal
information collected and the purposes for
which they are used.
DATA SECURITY
The CCPA private right of action should elevate
security as a major concern since businesses are
required to protect personal data with “reasonable
security procedures and practices”. The creation
of written information security programs and
incident response plans and teams, as necessary
to handle unauthorized access and potential data
breach notification requirements, are now more
critical than ever before. California has suggested
the Center for Internet Security (CIS) as one data
security standard to follow.
VENDOR MANAGEMENT
Review contracts with vendors who process or
handle customer data or personal information
to assure they are complying with the CCPA
and other data privacy laws, and — if necessary
— provide an addendum to cover privacy and
security issues.
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ONLY ONE MONTH LEFT TO ENTER
THE GLOBAL FR ANCHISE AWARDS
THE GLOBAL FRANCHISE AWARDS ARE NOW
FIRMLY ESTABLISHED AS THE MOST PRESTIGIOUS
AWARDS IN THE FRANCHISING CALENDAR
The awards will be presented at IFA
in Orlando, Florida in February 2020.

SPONSORED BY

Last year’s awards reached over 350,000 industry
members. Don’t miss out on a fantastic chance
to bring your international brand the global
recognition it deserves!
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